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Abstract
With frequent weeding being a tedious chore and an essential task for a successful
garden, there is need for an automated method of handling this routine. Existing technologies
utilize computer vision, GPS, multiple units and other tools to remove weeds from garden plots.
However, these solutions are often complex and expensive, suited for large agricultural plots in
contrast to small-scale home gardens. In addition, many of these technologies, along with
manual tillers and cultivators suited for home use, are unable to perform weeding within rows of
crops in a process known as intra-row weeding. The Garden Bot is an autonomous, weed
removal robot that will operate in home vegetable gardens. This device can manage the
responsibility of clearing a garden of weeds with limited user interaction, making use of energy
harvesting to maintain device power. Garden Bot operates between and within rows of crops,
without harming any productive plants in the process. Engineering analysis was performed on
the project subsystems in order to determine the required metrics of the robot to be used during
parts selection. [BL]

Key features of the product include:
•
•
•
•

Automatic power management using energy harvesting
Autonomous navigation
Weed detection and removal
Wireless status updates
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1.0 Problem Statement
The following section will introduce the problem that necessitates the need for this
project along with the objective that this project strives to accomplish.
1.1 Need
According to the National Gardening Survey, American gardeners spent 52.3 billion
dollars on lawn and garden in 2019, making home-gardening a common trend. Caring for a
home lawn and garden is a high-maintenance task that requires close supervision and constant
interaction. One such issue that gardeners face is the presence of weeds, for if left untreated,
weeds will continue to grow in size and number.
Removing weeds from one’s garden is a grueling and time-consuming task, though
essential for the success of the garden. Limited commercially available automated solutions
necessitate operation of home-use tillers and cultivators. Many of the weeds grow in closely
between plants, making these large and heavy tillers useless in these situations. [RC, BL, IL, SV]
1.2 Objective
The objective of this project is to design and develop a solar-powered robot, which is able
to autonomously navigate a garden in order to locate and destroy developing weeds and other
intrusive plants. The robot would be capable of keeping its batteries automatically charged using
a collection of solar panels and can navigate enclosed gardens while avoiding obstacles. When a
sprouting weed is located, the robot would be able to activate its weeding tool and remove it
from the area. The robot should also be capable of operating with limited user interaction.
[RC, BL, IL, SV]
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1.3 Background
Removing weeds from an agricultural plot is essential to fostering the growth of
productive crops, whether considering small home gardens or large-scale fields. Weeds
significantly and negatively affect crop yield due to absorbing the various resources required by
the intended produce. In addition, weeds tend to have accelerated growth rates compared to
other crops, allowing them to spread quickly and unrestrictedly, making weed treatment a
prominent practice in agriculture (Young 126). The proposed project will focus on being able to
automatically manage weeds within an enclosed garden, making use of well-known methods of
mechanically removing weeds from the area. Three of the most common techniques used to
physically remove weeds include cutting them, uprooting the plant and burying them. These
methods of weed removal are usually carried-out via inter-row and intra-row mechanical
weeding, where inter-row refers to weeding the space along rows of crops and intra-row means
weeding the spaces in-between crops within a row. Intra-row weeding is significantly more
challenging, as it can be difficult to perform weeding in these tight spaces without resulting in
damage to the crops. Therefore, precision control is required in order to target individual weeds
without causing harm to surrounding crops (Merfield 343). [BL]
Powering the robotic weeder is another point of interest, as it would be unideal to require
manual charging or battery swapping between operations. A separate charging station is a
potential solution to this issue, but this would require mapping technology so that the robot may
locate and travel to the charging station. Another, more favorable solution, would be solar
photovoltaic technology, which converts sunlight directly into electricity through application of
the photovoltaic effect (Kaushika 10). As the weeding robot will be operating in an outdoor
environment with direct exposure to sunlight, solar cells would be well suited for power
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generation in this application. Solar photovoltaic technology has gone through exhaustive
research and development, and proven to be environmentally friendly, reliable and easy to
maintain and operate (Kaushika 11). Solar power and the other mentioned abilities eliminate the
need for human interaction with the weeder, enabling the device to function autonomously and
efficiently. [IL, SV]
1.3.1 Defining Automated Weeding
While numerous technologies used today rely on manual control to mechanically remove
weeds, the difficulties presented by intra-row weeding results in a much greater need for
automated precision weed control. Automating the weeding process enables differentiation
between crops and weeds, making automated guidance, detection, identification, precision
control and area mapping essential characteristics of automatic weed removal (Young 131).
However, it is argued that the existing solutions presented to autonomous weed control are often
detached from the concept of automated weeding. It is described that weeding robots should
offer a variety of features and abilities in order to be classified as a robotic weeder, rather than a
self-guided vehicle carrying mechanical weeding tools. Some of these numerous abilities
include being able to monitor its surroundings to make dynamic decisions about whether or not
to weed the crop, determining the appropriate tool for the situation, monitor and manage the
device’s condition and making any needed adjustments for optimal performance (Merfield 340).
[BL]
1.3.2 Existing Automated Weeding Solutions
While the majority of weeding solutions used in practice at this time are manual
mechanical systems or herbicides, there are a variety of pioneering technologies working
towards bringing automation to the practice of weeding. Current mechanical weed management
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targets young, underdeveloped weeds and seedlings, which are highly susceptible to physical
damage through soil disturbance (McAllister 1). While this method is mainly restricted to interrow weeding methods performed in the time following introducing crops to an area, smaller,
more precise robotics enable intra-row weeding far closer to the areas directly surrounding crops.
This has significant benefit in comparison to existing mechanical weed removers, where
reducing reliance on heavy machinery both prevents the unintended consequences of soil
compaction and allows weeding within the closed canopy of dense crop fields. One instance of
this being accomplished is using a team of robotic weeders, denoted as "Agbots" by the
developers, which spread out over a field to weed between and within crop rows (McAllister 1).
This multiple-unit solution provides numerous benefits, including being small and lightweight
enough to avoid both compacting the soil and driving over and harming developed plants. In
addition, the ability of these robots to forage the field to collect information about their
surroundings provide a unique, though complex approach. [RC, BL, IL, SV]
More advanced methods rely on GPS and computer vision in order to navigate and
control weeding robots with exceptional precision and speed. These complex systems have
greatly improved in consistency and reliability to be used in this application. One such system
uses computer vision and aerial imaging to distinguish between varying types of plants and
weeds and apply herbicide specifically to weeds. The ability to quickly and effectively identify
areas with weed infestations enables more efficient use of chemicals and avoids contaminating
nearby crops (Sethia). Other systems using computer vision mount their cameras directly to the
weeding device, enabling the robots to perceive the area around them and the contents directly in
front of it. Using multiple cameras allows better view of the robot’s range of motion, which also
allows the introduction of application specific cameras, such as a gray-scale camera with infrared
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filtering to determine crop row and location and color cameras to identify crop plants (Young
133). However, these accurate and high-precision solutions often require greater computing
power, resulting in larger, more expensive equipment. [BL, IL]
As previously mentioned, one of the greatest limitations in current weeding technologies,
both automated and non-automated designs, is the ability to perform intra-row weeding. The
majority of existing mechanical weeding systems weed between rows rather than within them,
due to the limitations of weeder size and precision. Though computer vision systems have
integrated techniques to achieve these limitations, challenges in detecting and identifying
varieties of plants and weeds in real time result in complex and costly systems (Young 32).
Similarly, developing weeding tools with the needed precision to make use of the improvements
in computer vision and imaging presents its own list of limitations. A delta robot system
designed for weed control faces similar issues regarding precision and speed, where offset errors
resultant of the terrain affects the accuracy of the weed removal arm and widespread targets
result in lengthy operational times. These factors and others, including the size of the area to be
weeded, are a result of the lack of dynamic optimization, where the robot must make quick,
decisive moments in order to effectively perform its task (Hussmann). [RC, BL, IL]
Lastly, assuming weeds can be accurately identified, the immense variability of the weed
and the environment it is growing in significantly affects the style of weeding required. Being
able to correctly establish the classification of a weed influences the tool choice for weeding.
Conflicting characteristics of different weeds, such as different stem and root strengths and the
ability to regenerate after damage, further justifies the requirement of dynamic tool selection.
Other environmental factors, such as the type of soil, soil moisture content, obstructions and
nearby crops, also impact the decision of the type of weeder to be used (Merfield 341). This
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generates additional complexity to autonomous weeding, where efficiency and simplicity must
be balanced to produce an effective solution. Other limitations, including decisions on when
crops should be weeded and the ability for a robot to perform self-maintenance, such as resolving
issues with traction and weeding appendages, exist throughout numerous current and developing
technologies. [RC, BL, IL, SV]
1.3.3 Comparisons Between Proposed Project and Existing Technologies
The proposed project shares many similarities with the existing technologies previously
mentioned and many others. One such similarity is the importance of relying on mechanical
weed removal in contrast with herbicides. Even in high-precision systems, herbicides can cause
unexpected damage to production crops and certain weeds have developed resistances and
immunities to the various chemicals used in herbicides, making it both a less effective and less
efficient solution. In addition, opposed to herbicides, mechanical weeding systems allow intrarow weeding in close proximity to the base of crops, which is the ideal goal of the proposed
project. An example of mechanical weeding can be found on the “Terra Sentia” farming robot,
which uses a coarse bristle fixed to a robotic arm in order to break the root system of weed
seedlings (McAllister 2-3). This approach along with traditional string trimmers provides a
significant influence for the proposed concept. Another similarity to existing technologies is in
regard to boundary detection and path determination. There are a variety of prominent boundary
detection algorithms that would be ideal starting-points for the proposed concept, including brute
force, sweep-and-prune and grid algorithms. Among these, the sweep-and-prune algorithm is
most similarly linked with the preliminary design of the proposed project, where onedimensional collision detection would allow for fast path determination and collision avoidance
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(Serpa 438). These boundary detection algorithms will have significant impact when deciding
the most appropriate sensors to be used on the proposed project. [RC, BL]
Another technology that shares several similarities with the proposed concept is a lawn
care robot. This device uses a cut edge sensor and a variety of navigational systems, including
GPS, accelerometers and gyroscopes (Sandin). Many of these sensors will be used in a similar
manner in the proposed concept to assist with movement and positioning. This device also
shares the idea of using solar power to recharge onboard batteries for continuous operation
without human-intervention. In contrast with this technology, the proposed concept will not
make use of nearby power stations and instead will rely on solar cells attached to the robot.
However, a significant difference between the proposed concept and technologies such as aerial
imaging the delta weeding system is that the proposed project will not make use of computer
vision or image processing. These solutions may be considered overly complex and expensive
for use in a home garden, which would not make efficient use of its provided precision. [RC,
BL, IL, SV]
1.3.4 Patented Weeding Technologies
Several patented technologies directed at weed control and lawn care demonstrate
significant relevance to the proposed design. A patent for “weeding robot and method” describes
functionality for interacting with plants and obstacles. This is done using sensors placed at a
predetermined height and activating a secondary sensor array to determine if the object in
question is a weed. If the data collected by the sensors conclude that the object is a weed, the
robot signals the motorized cutting subsystem to activate and cut the detected weed (MacKean).
In relevance to the proposed design, by setting the chassis of the robot to a fixed height off the
ground with a similar sensor array attached to the bottom, any object that can be driven over
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would be treated as hostile. The sensors proposed in the patent filed by MacKean provide both
information about the optimal sensor array for weed detection and a baseline for optimal height
of the robot chassis for weed cutting. At the optimal height, the proposed sensor array would
collect data on the obstacle in question to determine if it can be cut by the motorized cutting
subsystem. [RC, BL]
An alternative patent for a “Lawn Care Robot'' uses methods similar to the patented
weeding robot for path and cutting detection. The lawn mowing robot uses Swath edge detectors
to determine “lanes” of grass that still need to be cut. If the sensor detects a Swath edge, grass
length sensors are used to collect data on the objects in question and determine if the blade
should be activated. The grass length sensors are housed in a cutout in the chassis, similar to the
other patented technologies. After determining that the robot is positioned on a Swath edge and
that the grass below is longer than the set height, the blade is activated (Sandin). This ensures
that no damage would be brought to the subsystem by cutting objects harmful to the cutting
module. The patent filed by Sandin strengthens this decision of setting the module to a fixed
height, as it only cuts grass that falls within a certain height threshold. This reinforces the
proposed design decision to set the sensor array and automatic mechanical weeding system to a
fixed height, in order to provide a more consistent and reliable weed detection method. This
element and other aspects of preexisting autonomous weeding robots will be used to strengthen
and improve upon the proposed design. The proposed project should be able to successfully
perform many of the aforementioned tasks and abilities, as well as solve some of the limitations
of these technologies. [RC, BL]
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1.4 Marketing Requirements
The marketing requirements displayed in Table 1 address the needs of the user. These
requirements will define the project’s operational features and be used to derive the engineering
requirements of the system. [RC, BL, IL, SV]
Table 1: Marketing Requirements
1. The robot should be capable of navigating a cleared, enclosed, rectangular vegetable
garden with minimum row and column spacing of 3 feet
2. The robot should be capable of operating on level, soil-based terrains
3. The robot should autonomously patrol the garden
4. The robot should be capable of destroying intrusive plants shorter than 3 inches
5. The robot should avoid harming any non-intrusive or guarded plants
6. The robot should be capable of maintaining a charge without user-interaction
7. The robot should cease normal operation when handled by a user
8. The robot should provide operational status updates to the user
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2.0 Engineering Analysis
Engineering analysis was performed in order to provide a better understanding of the
multiple subsystems of the Garden Bot. The following sections outline the process of designing
detailed aspects of the robot’s subsystems and components through calculations and discussion
of operation. Both hardware and software theory of operation will be examined in the analysis.
2.1 Circuits
The goal of the power subsystem in this project is to harvest energy using a method that
allows the robot to charge autonomously, which will be converted into and stored as a DC
voltage. The second major portion of the power subsystem is to convert that DC voltage into the
various voltage levels required by the numerous components of the system. These voltages will
be distributed where applicable, providing power to the robot’s subsystems and allowing this
device to achieve continuous operation with limited user input. [IL]
2.1.1 Energy Conversion
The energy conversion stage is to be handled by an array of solar panels mounted to the
top of the robot. Some analysis was performed on the requirements of the solar panels to ensure
enough energy can be provided to the system when charging. A minimum voltage level
constraint of 12V is based on the operating voltage of the robot’s traction and trimmer motors, in
which a 12V device will be used. To provide this voltage to charge the energy storage module,
for which the robot will use lithium-ion batteries, a 12V solar cell was considered. However,
available 12V panels generated less than the 1A required to charge a lithium-ion cell efficiently,
where higher-current options were limited. Therefore, multiple lower-voltage, higher-current
solar panels will be enlisted to achieve a faster energy harvesting rate. A variety of 5V solar
panels are available with versions capable of producing more than 5W of power, which is
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sufficient for charging purposes. Multiple panels will be configured in a series connection to
reach a higher voltage or each lithium-ion cell can be assigned its own panel. Charging and
managing cells individually allows for better control to reduce the risk of overcurrent or
overvoltage faults. However, a series connection to provide a single voltage would be supported
by most available charging ICs and solutions, which will likely be the chosen route for the
Garden Bot system. [BL, IL]
2.1.2 Energy Storage
Several factors were analyzed to determine the batteries selected as the energy storage
device, including nominal voltage, maximum current output and energy capacity. The nominal
voltage of a standard lithium-ion battery cell is 3.7V, with a charging voltage of 4.2V and a
depleted voltage of 3.0V. Using these values, it can be determined how many cells will be
needed in series to produce the minimum 12V. Referring to Table 2, it can be noted that while
both 3S and 4S configuration have a nominal voltage of over 12V, the depleted voltage level of
the 3S arrangement falls below the set threshold, which will result in reduced power of 12Vrated components at an increased rate. Therefore, in order to ensure enough power is provided to
the system, four batteries will be used in series.
Table 2: Voltage Levels of Cell Configurations
Configuration
1 individual cell
3S (3 cells in series)
4S (4 cells in series)

Minimum Operating
Voltage (V)
3.0
9.0
12.0

Nominal Voltage (V)

Charging Voltage (V)

3.7
11.1
14.8

4.2
12.6
16.8

Multiple lithium-ion batteries were considered for the system, though the most favorable
appeared to be the 18650 series. These cells can output well above the approximated maximum
current draw the system expects to see, which is about 2A. Though the capacity of these cells
ranges, a standard amount of 2600mAh will be considered. This capacity will allow the system
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to operate for 1.3 hours assuming a maximum current draw, which satisfies engineering
requirement 2, which is detailed in Table 4. The maximum current draw is approximated by the
collection of motors, sensors and the microcontroller during the most demanding operation
mode. While the motors are the highest current-drawing components in the system, the
microcontroller and sensors will experience a lower but more constant current draw.
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 2600 𝑚𝐴ℎ⁄2𝐴 = 1.3 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
The robot will also enter an idle state, which will help to conserve power while charging
the batteries. In order to ensure enough charge is available for the system to remain operational
while charging, analysis was done assuming the microcontroller enters a low-power hibernation
state, which will draw approximately 10mA. To remain operational at a low state of charge for a
minimum of 12 hours, only 120mAh of capacity is required, which equates to under 5% of the
batteries’ total capacity.
12 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 × 10 𝑚𝐴 = 120 𝑚𝐴ℎ → 120 𝑚𝐴ℎ⁄2600 𝑚𝐴ℎ = 0.0462
These analyses ensure that the battery module does not require additional cells configured
in parallel to provide increased current or capacity to the system. Additional analysis for
charging this battery system and details regarding the Power Output Module will be
demonstrated in the Electronics section (2.2 Electronics). [BL, IL]
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2.2 Electronics
2.2.1 Charing Methods
Charing the system from the input source can be accomplished using a variety of
methods. However, an important decision had to be made regarding when the system would
charge, as the operation mode the system is in can affect the method selection. For example, the
robot could be charging at all times, regardless of whether the system is at rest or in motion.
However, charging and discharging simultaneously can have adverse effects on the lithium-ion
batteries’ lifespan without the proper support from the battery management system. In order to
prevent such an issue, it was decided to deplete the battery until a low state of charge or other
stop condition is reached. At that point, the only current draw would be from the microcontroller
and any functional sensors, which would have little to no effect on the charging system or the
lifespan of the batteries.
Therefore, several charging methods were considered, though lithium-ion battery cells
are charged in two separate steps. Lithium-ion cells are recharged using a constant current,
constant voltage (CCCV) charging method, where a constant current is applied to the cell until a
certain voltage is reached, followed by providing a constant voltage until the current input
reduces below a certain value. To accomplish this, the voltage of each cell and the current
flowing into them should be monitored, for which a battery management system must be
selected. The battery management system should also handle protection against overcurrent and
overvoltage, so that the batteries cannot discharge more than a predefined amount of current and
do not charge to a higher voltage than they are rated. Balance charging must also be handled so
that one cell does not discharge into another cell due to any voltage differences between them.
[BL]
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2.2.2 Battery Charging Simulation
The solar panels chosen for this system are each rated for a typical voltage of 5.5V. To
meet the power requirements for the devices in this robot, four solar panels are to be connected
in series; this will result in a total supply voltage of 22V. This voltage may vary depending on
the sunlight exposure for each day, but the range should remain relatively low.
The overcharge protection device chosen for this project is designed to protect each cell
from overcharging beyond the charging rating of 4.2V for each cell. With four cells being
connected in series, the total output of the charging circuit should be 14.8V to 16.8V. Based
upon the data sheet for the overcharge protection device, the input voltage of this device should
be between 16V and 18V for the device to operate properly. Due to this, a regulation circuit is
implemented between the solar panels of this circuit and the overcharge protection device. The
schematic for the overcharge protection circuit uses an LM317 linear voltage regulator circuit
and can be seen in Figure 1, and the resulting output voltage waveform can be seen in Figure 2.
Figure 1: Voltage Regulation Circuit for Overcharge Protection
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Figure 2: Voltage Output of Regulation Circuit for Overcharge Protection

The voltage waveform shows that the output of this circuit falls within the required range
between 16V and 18V. Further, this circuit will also allow the battery to charge on days with
relative overcast skies, seeing as the regulated voltage will decrease but still fall within the
required range for the overcharge protection circuit. [IL]
2.2.3 Voltage Regulation and Output
The Power Output Module must convert the DC voltage provided by the battery module
into the various voltage values used by the numerous components in the system. Many methods
exist to accomplish this process, where the first solution considered presents a straightforward
approach. To transform the input voltage value into the required voltages, a voltage divider
circuit, demonstrated in Figure 3, could be used. However, this approach is both inefficient and
inaccurate as the input voltage decreases, which would result in either under-powering or overpowering system components.
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Figure 3: Circuit Schematic of a Basic Voltage Divider

A second potential option for the voltage scaling in this project is to utilize a buck
converter to properly handle a DC-DC conversion, while minimizing the amount of energy lost
in the conversion process. An example of a buck converter circuit can be found below in Figure
4. The voltage across capacitor C1 is the output of the circuit, whose voltage value is dependent
on the PWM of the switch and the values of the selected components. While this method is more
efficient than a voltage divider and very stable, the complexity offsets the need for this method.
Managing the switching action through a transistor would require additional circuitry, where
complexity depends on if the PWM is fixed using a timer circuit or if the duty cycle of the
waveform must be adjustable. A more feasible component selection for voltage conversion in
the system would be voltage regulators. Linear regulators could be used if only 3.3V, 5V and
12V power rails are required, though a variable or adjustable voltage regulator could handle a
wider range of voltages. The specifications of these regulators are dependent on the components
they will be used to supply power. For example, if a motor is expectant to draw less than 1A of
current, multiple regulators rated for 1A should be used for each motor, or a regulator with a
higher current rating can be used to provide power to all motors concurrently. These values will
be determined during subsystem prototyping. [BL, IL]
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Figure 4: Circuit Schematic of a Basic Buck Converter

2.2.4 Voltage Regulation Simulation
The individual devices required throughout this project will require power serviced by the
batteries connected in series and charged by the solar panels. These devices require varying
voltage levels, and thus will require a regulation circuit to lower the voltage provided by the
battery pack. The devices in this circuit will require voltages of 5V, 6V, and 12V to function
properly and thus will be regulated using a L7805CV regulator for 5V, a L7806CV regulator for
6V, and a L78S12CV regulator for 12V. Due to the design of the L78 series regulator, the
device does not require differing design between each voltage level; each circuit requires the
same capacitor values and does not require any additional resistance. The basic design behind
each regulator circuit can be seen in Figure 5, where ‘L78S’ designates a L78 series regulator.
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Figure 5: L78 Series Generic Voltage Regulation Circuit

The circuit schematic seen in Figure 5 shows the basis of design for the voltage
regulation required for 5V, 6V, and 12V. The capacitors in this circuit are required to filter out
the ripple voltage caused by the regulation, and these values will stay consistent for each
regulation circuit. The regulated voltage will be either 5V, 6V, or 12V depending on the linear
voltage regulator device chosen for each individual application. [IL]
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2.3 Signal Processing
The various sensors mounted on the Garden Bot will emit signals to be processed by the
microcontroller. The signals will each follow a specific format specified by the type of
connection. Likewise, the microcontroller must output processed signals to various components
on the robot, such as the trimmer or traction motors.
Peripherals connected to the microcontroller will emit either a digital voltage pulse, an
analog voltage signal, a data message or no signal. These signals are the result of a peripheral
sensing the desired environmental factor and relaying it to the Garden Bot. Digital voltage pulses
will be measured from the point where the pulse is high to the signal’s falling edge. The
duration of the pulse will be processed by the microcontroller to determine values such as the
accurate distance measured by the distance sensors. Signals in the form of data messages via
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or I2C will adhere to the communications standards set in section 4.2. These
messages will be processed by the microcontroller upon being received. [RC]
2.3.1 Analog to Digital Conversion
A select number of GPIO, or general-purpose input-output, pins on the selected
microcontroller are capable of converting analog voltages to a digital value. These ADC, or
analog to digital converter, pins are split into two discrete channels. However, only the first
channel will be utilized, as the majority of the second channel cannot be used when the
microcontroller’s wireless communication is in use. The maximum ADC capture width will be
used, which provides twelve bits of accuracy. Given a 0 to 3.3 voltage range, this ensures
accuracy up to 805.664 microvolts, which is more than sufficient for the required applications.
Analog to digital conversion is required for two primary sensors, which are both utilized
for measuring the intensity of light. These sensors are explained in more detail in section 2.3.4.
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In addition to configuring the capture width, the attenuation of the ADC channel is also required,
which affects the accuracy of the reading based on the voltage range. The highest attenuation of
11 dB was selected, which provides a suggested voltage range of 150 to 2450 millivolts. This
provides significant improvement over the default 0 dB attenuation, which aligns with the
decreased range of 100 to 950 millivolts. The Garden Bot system reads the raw values from
ADC sensors and uses the 0 to 4095 value range to set thresholds and trigger events. There is no
need to convert the digital conversion into the initial voltage, though this can be accomplished by
dividing the raw sensor reading by 4096 and multiplying the result by 3.3 volts. In this manner,
the original analog voltage read by the ADC can be obtained. [RC, BL]
2.3.2 Pulse Width Modulation
The microcontroller will be capable of outputting a PWM, or pulse width modulated
signal to the system’s traction motors. PWM signals will drive the traction motors by adjusting
the signals’ duty cycles to vary the speed of each motor. Bidirectional control of each motor can
be accomplished by switching the polarity of the applied PWM signal using a digital output. The
selected motor controller implements an H-Bridge circuit, which uses digital inputs to reverse the
polarity of the input motor voltage. The motor controller supports a maximum PWM frequency
of 100 kilohertz, which will be reflected in the software system responsible for motor speed and
direction control. The selected frequency for this subsystem will be 1 kilohertz, where a 10-bit
timer will be used to control the resolution of the duty cycle, which will support the set
frequency. The diagram is Figure 6 demonstrates the simple connection of pulse-width
modulated outputs driving a brushed DC motor by controlling an H-Bridge motor controller
[RC]
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Figure 6: Controlling Brushed DC Using Motor Control Pulse Width Modulator

2.3.3 Ultrasonic Sensors
In order to accurately measure distance, ultrasonic detection will be utilized. In this
method of distance measurement, an ultrasonic waveform is emitted from a transmitter module.
This operation occurs when the module’s trigger is pulled to a high state for a minimum
duration, usually 10 to 20 microseconds, which emits a burst of eight pulses at a frequency of 40
kHz. This signal then reflects off of a nearby object from which the system is measuring the
distance from. The reflected sound wave is monitored by the receiver module, which measures
and records the amount of time that the received pulse is high. This recorded pulse duration can
then be converted into a unit of distance measurement, commonly as inches or centimeters. This
process is outlined by Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Ultrasonic Waveforms for Distance Measurement

In order to perform this conversion from duration into distance, the half the speed of
sound is multiplied by the duration of the received pulse to determine the distance in centimeters.
This value can then be converted into inches by dividing the result by 2.54.
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 = 343 𝑚⁄𝑠 = 0.0343 𝑐𝑚⁄𝜇𝑠
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠) =

𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 0.0343 𝑐𝑚⁄𝜇𝑠
2 × 2.54

= 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 0.00669

The ultrasonic transceiver module to be integrated into the Garden Bot system has a
measuring angle of 15 degrees and a functional range of 2 to 400 centimeters (although the
recommended distance for improved accuracy is listed as 10 to 250 centimeters). From these
values, a maximum sweep of approximately 104.72 centimeters can be calculated, given the
maximum distance of 400 centimeters.
𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 = 𝑟 = 400 𝑐𝑚.
𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛 =

360°⁄15° = 24

2𝜋𝑟
= 104.72 𝑐𝑚.
24

Similarly, a minimum span of 0.52 centimeters can be calculated, which can be used to
determine the approximate spacing of sensors. This calculation is significant for ensuring
underside placement of sensors for weed detection, where a maximum span at the distance of 3
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inches is required to cover the width of the primary trimmer blade. The minimum span of the
sensor also affects weed detection, where weeds at the maximum allowed height of 3 inches
must be detected. The maximum span at a distance of 3 inches yields a spacing of sensors every
2 millimeters, which is unideal for this application, where the minimum span would yield an
even smaller spacing. Therefore, an alternative sensor placement measuring in front of the
chassis and perpendicular to the path of the robot would only require a single sensor and ensure
sufficient coverage of the width of the trimmer. [BL]
2.3.4 Light Measurement
The measurement of light intensity serves several purposes for the Garden Bot’s system.
For ambient light detection, a photoresistor is used in order to construct a variable voltage
divider and measure the output voltage. By using a fixed resistance on one half of the divider
and the variable photo-resistor on the other half, the analog output voltage varies with changes in
ambient light. The photoresistor demonstrates high resistance in a dark environment (around 200
kiloohms) and low resistance in a bright environment (around 10 kiloohms). The relationship of
resistance to brightness is shown in Figure 8, which is represented as a near-linear relationship.
Figure 8: Resistance of Photoresistor Resultant of Light Intensity
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This altering photo-resistance enables the system to detect optimal times to charge and
operate, which is useful for conserving battery power and ensuring operational longevity. A note
about the standard photocell is that they can be fairly inaccurate, with variations of 50% or
higher depending on the application. Therefore, it cannot be used to determine precise light
levels measured in lux or millicandela. However, it is sufficient for measuring basic changes in
light levels, which is well suited for the Garden Bot system.
Another application of light measurement will be an infrared reflectivity sensing as a
secondary method of weed detection. For this method of measuring, an infrared light-emitting
diode will be used in conjunction with a phototransistor. The leaves of weeds and other leafyplants are known to reflect NIR light, or near-infrared light. This band of light consists of
wavelengths in the electromagnetic spectrum from 780 to 2500 nanometers. The selected NIR
LED emits light with a peak wavelength of 850 nanometers, which is within this range. This
light will reflect against a surface, where the reflected light will be received by the
phototransistor, where the current through the base of the transistor will be proportional to the
light intensity. This method can be used to accurately measure distance from 0.5 to 3 inches,
which is satisfactory for weed detection. However, rather than measuring the precise distance of
the weed, the main use of the reflective sensor will be to detect the presence of a weed beneath
the chassis of the robot. The height of the weed as well as the reflective surface of its leaves will
be indicators that the reflective sensors will detect and trigger the system to handle the detected
object accordingly. [BL]
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2.3.5 Navigational Sensor
In order for the Garden Bot to maintain precise records of current location and movement
during normal operation, the MPU 9250 navigational sensor will be utilized. This particular
sensor contains nine separate axes, or degrees of freedom. This is due to the combination of
three distinct sensors housed in this multi-chip module. One die contains a three-axis gyroscope
and a three-axis accelerometer, where the other die holds the three-axis magnetometer. The built
in 16-bit analog-digital converter outputs high resolution measurements. This sensor will enable
the Garden Bot with multiple features, including the ability to maintain the robot’s direction,
make exact and consistent rotations and detect rapid vertical ascension when handled by a user.
2.4 Communications
The Garden Bot microcontroller will be equipped with a handful of communication
protocols, including SPI, I2C, and wireless capabilities including Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth are communication protocols used for the wireless transfer of data to and from the
robot to the user’s mobile device. These protocols are further discussed and analyzed in sections
2.6 and 4.2. The navigational sensor supports both SPI and I2C, where both communication
protocols are discussed and compared below. [RC]
2.4.1 SPI
SPI, or Serial Peripheral Interface, is a communication protocol consisting of
synchronous, short-distance communication in embedded systems. The SPI protocol employs a
master-slave architecture. The microcontroller will serve as the master, which provides the
synchronized serial clock, and the sensors will act as the peripherals. A total of four wires are
required to implement this protocol. These wires include signals for the synchronized clock,
slave device selection, the master query line (master out, slave in) and the slave response line
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(master in, slave out). Communication begins with the microcontroller initializing the
synchronized clock with frequency supported by all peripherals. From there, communication
continues in a full-duplex manner. That is, the microcontroller will poll the slave sensors, which
will respond. This process continues until the data transfer to the microcontroller is processed, at
which point the process repeats itself with a new peripheral. [RC]
2.4.2 I2C
On the other hand, I2C, or Inter-Integrated Circuit, is a two-wire communication
protocol. This is achieved by one wire for a synchronized clock and one wire for data transfer
between the microcontroller (master) and sensors (slave). A benefit of I2C is that each sensor is
implemented on its own bus, meaning each slave is individually addressable. This makes it easier
to access specific peripherals. However, due to this, I2C is slower and draws more power than
SPI. I2C also features an acknowledge bit and non-acknowledge bit, allowing the
microcontroller to ensure the data is delivered and received.
For the navigation sensor used by the Garden Bot, I2C will be the primary
communication method. While it is slower and consumes more power, the difference is
negligible with the small number of peripherals. An I2C implementation requires less wires and
will provide the microcontroller with the ability to access individual sensors more efficiently, as
described above. This will be beneficial for a state-based software implementation (discussed in
section 5.2) as only certain sensors will be accessed in specific states. While the increased speed
of data transmission makes SPI appear to be a more desirable communication protocol, the
reduced number of connected wires and low cycle frequency requirement (100 milliseconds time
period) makes I2C the ideal choice for communicating with the navigational sensor. [RC]
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2.5 Electromechanics
The Garden Bot will have an internal power storage system which will be replenish with
the integrated solar panels. This internal power storage system will be responsible for providing
energy to the microcontroller, various sensors, and both motor subsystems. In this section, an
analysis of the motor subsystems will be done to describe the minimum required values of
properties that describe the motors in each subsystem, as well as defining the required power
output of the internal power storage system. [SV]
2.5.1 Requirements of Motor Modules
The properties analyzed to describe the requirements of the motor which will provide
successful operation will be limited to the: torque of the motors, rotations per minute of the
motors, and the power the motors must provide. The internal logic of the garden bot which will
determine how these motors function will be described in depth under a different section but will
be mentioned here to understand the application of these subsystems. These values were chosen
as they describe motors well enough to evaluate the viability of the various motors available for
purchase.
To calculate these various properties, qualities and expectations of the garden bot have
been defined and assigned values higher than necessary required for successful operation to
provide a certain degree of security in the results. Some of these qualities are the garden bot’s
weight, directional acceleration, direction speed, acceleration of the trimmer module, radius of
the wheels, and speed of the trimmer module. Other qualities will be described as they become
necessary for calculations. [SV]
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2.5.2 The Drive Train
For the Garden Bot to execute its tasks, it must be able to patrol the area it is meant to
operate in. The motor drive subsystem will be responsible for providing the robot with its ability
to move. The motor drive subsystem is composed of two brushed dc motors on either side of the
garden bot which will provide torque to the system. The two wheels of the garden bot will be
coupled with continuous tracks to better maneuver in the environment. To understand the torque
this system must provide for intended operation, the forces required to reach that operation must
be calculated, shown by Figure 9.
Figure 9: Forces Acting on the Garden Bot

The forces which will be acting on the garden bot are gravity, the acceleration sourced
from the torque of the motors, and the friction of the soil. The force of gravity acting upon an
object is referred to as the normal force. This normal force will be used later when calculating
the force of friction and is found by multiplying the mass of an object with the 9.81

𝑚
𝑠2

of

acceleration earth’s gravity provides. The friction of the soil would typically be calculated using
a friction coefficient which represents the force opposing the acceleration of an objection.
Friction coefficients are calculated as some constant typically ranging from zero to one
multiplied by the normal force of the object. As no good values were found, a relatively high
friction coefficient of 0.7 was used to represent the forces impeding the acceleration of the
Garden Bot.
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As mentioned before, the Garden Bot’s acceleration was assigned a value decided by the
team. This value was 2

𝑐𝑚
𝑠2

. The force required to provide this acceleration is found by

multiplying this acceleration with the mass of the garden bot. The final component is the mass of
the robot which was assigned a max value of 5 lb. or 2.268 kg. Writing these principles as
equations gives:
𝑚

The Normal Force:

9.81 𝑠2 ∗ 2.268 𝑘𝑔 = 22.249 𝑁

(1)

Force of Friction:

22.249 N * 0.7 = 15.574 N

(2)

Required Accelerative Force:

0.02

Force Motors Must Provide:

15.574 𝑁 + 45.36 𝑚𝑁 = 15.619 𝑁

𝑚
𝑠2

∗ 2.268 𝑘𝑔 = 45.36 𝑚𝑁

(3)
(4)

The way these motors will provide this force is through the rotation of their shaft
generating torque. In this case, the torque provided by the motors will act on the wheel of the
garden bot giving an effective horizontal force. The equation for torque is given as:
𝜏 (𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒) = 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠. In this case, the radius will be 7.62 cm (3-inch radius) meaning
torque the motors must provide is found by:
15.619 𝑁 ∗ 0.0762 𝑀 = 1.1902 𝑁 ∗ 𝑀

(5)

This torque will be split among the two motors meaning each motor will need to provide
0.595 Newton-Meters.
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The last parameter to calculate motor drive train is the power. Rpm will not be an issue
given our low speed of 5 cm/s. The power each motor must provide to reach our predefined
specifications can be found by multiplying the angular velocity of the motor, by the torque the
motor will be providing. Our predefined specification for the Garden Bot’s velocity is 5 cm/s. To
find the rotational velocity which will provide a certain horizontal velocity a simple conversion
is needed:
𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑦 (⍵) =

𝐻𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙′ 𝑠 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠
5

.

𝑐𝑚

𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑀𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 7.62 𝑠𝑐𝑚 = 0.646

(6)
𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

(7)

This is used to find the power as:
0.595 𝑁 ∗ 𝑀 ∗ 0.646

𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

= 0.384 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠

(8)

[SV]
2.5.3 The Trimmer
The other element contained in the motor subsystem is the trimmer. The trimmer will be
responsible for destroying the weeds the Garden Bot identifies as it patrols the plot. The trimmer
is composed of the trimmer motor which will accelerate a length of plastic filament to a high
speed when a weed is detected. Once the filament reaches a speed of 5000 rpm the robot will
move forward towards the weed which the filament will destroy on contact. As in the motor
drive analysis, there are values that must be calculated to find the required torque and power
consumption of the motor; in this case, these values are the moment of inertia of the filament, as
well as the angular velocity of the motor. The angular velocity of the motor is expressed in terms
of the motor’s rpm and a simple conversion shows it as:
5000 𝑟𝑝𝑚 ∗

2𝜋 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠∗1 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒
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60 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

= 523.599

𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑
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Moment of inertia refers to rotational mass of an object. Just as the force for the
horizontal motion of the garden bot is found by multiplying an object’s mass with its
acceleration, the amount of force required to rotate an object to a certain angular acceleration is
found by multiplying that acceleration by the object’s moment of inertia. Moment of inertia
equations require a rigid body. At higher speeds, the filament will resemble a rigid rod meaning
this representation is less accurate for low angular velocities before the centrifugal force is strong
enough to ‘straighten’ the filament. The moment of inertia of a rod being rod being rotated from
either of its ends is:
𝐼=

𝑀∗𝐿2

(10)

3

Where m represents the mass of the rod, and L represents the rod. In this case, the
trimmer filament is a standard lawn trimmer with radius of 0.2159 cm, length of 7 cm, and a
density of 1.14 g/cm^3. These equations show the mass of the trimmer filament to be:
𝜋 ∗ (0.2159 𝑐𝑚)2 ∗ 7 𝑐𝑚 ∗

1.14 𝑔
𝑐𝑚3

= 1.169 𝑔

(11)

These dimensions and mass give a moment of inertia of:
𝐼=

1.169 𝑔∗(0.07 𝑚)2
3

= 1.909 ∗ 10−6 𝑘𝑔 ∗ 𝑚2

(12)

The last required variable needed before calculating the torque and power is the angular
acceleration of the motor. The higher the value, the less time it takes for the motor to reach the
selected speed of 5000 rpm. An angular acceleration of 500

𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝑠2

was selected. This parameter

means the required torque of the trimmer motor is:
500

𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝑠2

∗ 1.909 ∗ 10−6 𝑘𝑔 ∗ 𝑚2 = 0.9545 𝑚𝑁 ∗ 𝑚

(13)

which finally gives the required power of the motor as:
523.599
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𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

∗ 0.9545 𝑚𝑁 ∗ 𝑚 = 499.78 𝑚𝑊.
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With all these parameters calculated, it is simple to compare a list of available motors to
these parameters and see if those motors suit the required needs of the Garden Bot. [SV]

2.5.4 Theory of DC Brushed Motors
The motors of the Garden Bot have been decided to be brushed dc motors. The two main
components of the dc brushed motor are they stator and the rotor. The stator consists of the
motor’s housing, permanent magnets, as well as the brushes. The rotor consists of the output
shaft, windings, and the commutator. The operation of motor depends on Lorentz forces. Lorentz
forces are characterized as the force experienced by electrons in a current moving through an
electrical field.
Figure 10: Diagram of a Simple DC Motor

Motors function by passing current through their windings which are surrounded by the
permanent magnets in the stator generating force based on the Lorentz forces. This force is what
generates a motor’s torque. For the force created by the current to consistently rotate the rotor in
one direction, the current must be alternated. This is taken care of by the commutator. The
brushes of the motor are simply the conductor through which the current flows from the
commutator to the windings. These components are visualized by Figure 10.
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Not all the supplied electrical power of a motor will be converted into mechanical power.
Some of this power is lost as heat due to the ohmic resistance in the coils. The power equation of
a dc motor is written as:
𝑖𝑣 = 𝑖 2 𝑅 + 𝜏𝜔

(15)

The mechanical power is seen in the torque angular velocity portion of the equation
which was used to find the required power in both motor subsystems. The power lost to ohmic
resistance is expressed by the current squared times the wire’s resistance; however, the coils also
have an inductance. The voltage across the motor terminals is expressed by:
𝑑𝑖

𝑣 = 𝑖𝑅 + 𝐿 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑓

(16)

𝑉𝑒𝑚𝑓 represents the back electromagnetic force and is charactered by rotations per minute
(n) over a speed constant 𝐾𝑛 . The final property is the relation of torque to current characterized
𝑑𝑖

by: 𝜏 = 𝐾𝑚 𝑖 where 𝐾𝑚 is a motor constant. When analyzing steady state conditions, the 𝐿 𝑑𝑡 term
drops out and the equation above may be rewritten as:
𝑅

𝑛 = 𝑘𝑛 (𝑣𝑚 − 𝑘 𝜏)

(17)

𝑚
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This rewrite shows the clear negative relation between rpm of a motor and the torque of a
motor. This relation is expressed as a rotation speed-torque curve.
Figure 11: Rotation Speed-Torque Curve

The maximum mechanical power of a motor will be at the midpoint of the curve shown
in Figure 11. To find an approximate current which must be supplied to the motors which will
result in optimal function, the calculations will be down using Equation 15 and assuming a
negligible coil resistance.
Table 3: Motor Current Calculation
Calculation
Drive Motor
Trimmer Motor
Summation

Current
0.384 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠
12 𝑉

32 mA

5 𝑚𝑊
12 𝑉

416 𝜇𝐴

2 ∗ 32 mA + 416 𝜇𝐴

64.416 mA

Through the approximation with heavily idealized conditions, outlined in Table 3, it can
be seen 64.416 mA must be supplied in order to give optimal operation of all of the motors at the
same time. [SV]
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2.6 Computer Networks
Wi-Fi is a wireless communication protocol used for local area networking (LAN). This
is achieved by linking a series of devices together to establish a network. From there,
information can be sent wirelessly over the network in the form of data packets to any device on
the network. Typically, Wi-Fi is deployable at a multitude of ranges, but works well at short to
medium ranges.
Bluetooth is another wireless protocol used for short-range data transfer over personal
area networks (PAN). A personal network is established between two nodes - both capable of
emitting and receiving – and allows for direct data transfer once the connection has been
established. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a subset of the Bluetooth 4.0 protocol. This
provides all of the benefits of the Bluetooth protocol with reduced power consumption.
Bluetooth Low Energy would appear to be the desirable network technology for the
Garden Bot due to the low power consumption. However, the longer ranges and fast speeds of
Wi-Fi will provide a more consistent connection. This paired with the simplicity of
implementation will provide a more useful communication scheme, where the user can remain
connected from a distance, rather than only when in close proximity, which would be required
with Bluetooth. After a connection has been established between the Garden Bot and a
webserver, status updates and user-defined commands will be sent via a web portal. [RC]
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2.7 Embedded Systems
The microcontroller will be the fundamental decision-making system in the Garden Bot.
The microcontroller will be responsible for gathering sensor input, determining and maintaining
an internal state, and calculating operation and reactions from sensor input. As defined in the
Engineering Requirements, the microcontroller must have a low current draw and have a
sufficient clock speed in order to produce a reaction within 100ms of receiving sensor input. The
microcontroller must also have enough pins to accommodate the array of sensors, be able to
handle pulse width modulation (PWM) to drive the motors and have a high enough resolution to
handle certain sensor input.
The PIC24FJ family of microcontrollers consists of boards that have clock speeds
ranging from 32MHz to 50MHz on a single core. This range provides ample time to hit the
100ms reaction time requirement of the Garden Bot. This line of microcontrollers has an active
current draw of around 22mA (generalized) and a “sleep mode” current draw of 20µA, requiring
3.3V at both levels. These boards also have a several 10-bit ADC pins, and anywhere from 64 to
121 pins. Nine of these pins can be configured to handle PWM.
The ESP32 microcontroller operates with a clock speed of either 160MHz or 240MHz
and contains up to two processing cores. These properties yield a significantly faster processing
time, which enables the robot to hit the desired reaction time of less than 100ms and allows for
true multithreading in software design. The ESP32 requires 30mA during normal operation, but
only 10µA while in “deep sleep” mode, requiring 3.3V for both modes of operation. This
microcontroller has several 12-bit ADC peripherals integrated on the board, and up to 36 pins.
These pins can be configured to handle up to 16 channels of PWM on any output pin. The ESP32
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also has a Wi-Fi and BLE integrated in the chip, allowing for easier access to networking
capabilities.
The ESP32 is the ideal candidate for the primary microcontroller on the Garden Bot,
since it has multiple cores which allow for true multithreading, built-in networking modules, and
a higher clock speed as compared to the PIC24FJ boards. While the ESP32 requires a higherpower consumption than the PIC24FJ family of boards when active, the difference is offset by
the added benefits of built-in networking modules and faster processor speed. While the PIC24FJ
has more general I/O pins, the 36 pins on the ESP32 are more than sufficient for the sensor array,
with the added benefit of a higher resolution ADC. [BL, RC]
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2.8 Controls
The microcontroller will be the primary control until for the Garden Bot. The
microcontroller will process sensor input and produce a reaction based on state-machine code
flashed to the chip. The program will follow a specified design pattern in order to ensure it is
readable, maintainable, and efficient.
Event-driven programming is a style of programming in which the reaction of the code is
determined by events, such as sensor or user input. Event-driven programming has a single event
loop which listens to “subscribed” events. That is, a subsystem can “emit” an event to the main
loop, which will determine the correct response based on the callback function or event handler.
State-machine programming is a style of programming where a finite number of states
and transition conditions are predetermined and defined. A main event – or control – loop will
keep track of the current state. When the state is changed (via user or sensor input), the main
loop will reflect this during the next iteration and transition accordingly. Petri-nets allow for
state-machine programming to be implemented with multithreading. That is, state-machines can
be implemented to run concurrently in multiple states (i.e., getting sensor input and reacting) as
opposed to sequentially with a single state.
A state-machine programming approach will be implemented, as the robot has several
clearly defined states of operation that are better implemented directly over abstracting to an
event-driven approach. These states can be designed to run in a multithreaded environment with
the correct selection of a microcontroller, which will increase efficiency and reduce reaction
time. [RC]
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3.0 Engineering Requirements Specification
The engineering requirements outlined in Table 4 will address the technical needs of the
design. This table will state the engineering requirement and describe the justification for
including the design specification. The marketing requirements defined in Table 1 that correlate
with a specific engineering requirement or were used to derive the requirement will be included
alongside the corresponding specification. [RC, BL, IL, SV]
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Table 4: Engineering Requirements
Marketing
Engineering Requirement
Requirements

Justification

1, 2, 3

1. The robot must maintain an
average forward speed of 0.05 m/s

6

2. The system must operate from a
portable and rechargeable DC
voltage source for a minimum
sustained operation time of 1 hour
before recharging

6

3. The on-board DC voltage source
will be charged using an energy
harvesting method
4. The robot must autonomously
navigate each row of the garden in
straight, overlapping lines parallel
to plant rows
5. The robot dimensions should not
exceed 12 cubic inches and an
overall weight of 5 pounds

This is a reasonable speed to maintain,
which allows sufficient time for the robot
to detect and react to objects.
Enables the robot to navigate untethered
while still providing a low-maintenance
method of resupplying the unit’s power.
The operating time is reasonable in
relation to predicted current draw
analysis.
This feature reduces user maintenance of
the energy storage device.

1, 2, 3

1, 4, 5

4, 5

6. The robot must be able to detect all
weeds that are less than 3 inches in
height

4, 5, 7

7. The robot must be able to react to
detected weeds, obstacles and user
interaction within 100ms.
8. The robot must be able to reserve
enough charge to maintain an idle
state for a minimum of 12 hours
while attempting to recharge

6

8

4
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9. The robot must periodically
communicate wireless status
updates to the user when the user is
within wireless connection range
10. The robot must achieve a minimum
trimmer speed of at least 3000 rpm
before attempting to remove an
invasive plant

41

Upon reaching the end of a row, the robot
will navigate to the next row ensuring
even coverage of the garden with minimal
obstacle encounters.
This size ensures the robot can navigate
between plants spaced 3 feet apart. The
estimated weight takes the motors, chassis
and other heavier components into
consideration.
The robot will have a clearance of
approximately 3 inches between the
bottom of the chassis and the ground,
allowing all plants below that height to be
cut and any obstacles above that height to
be avoided.
This reaction time is sufficient for the
system to detect these objects and adjust
operation accordingly.
If the robot reaches a low state of charge
during unfavorable conditions to
recharge, 12 hours ensures enough time
for conditions to improve enough to begin
recharging without concern for losing
power.
This feature is important to alerting the
user to important operation changes
without having to physically interact with
the robot.
In comparison to conventional string
trimmers, this speed is reasonable to reach
before contacting the plant to be removes.
Attaining this speed prior to weed
removal enables this speed to be
maintained in spite of energy loss.
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4.0 Engineering Standards Specification
4.1 Safety
Taking the appropriate safety precautions when working with electrical systems is
essential in any situation. However, several subsystems require close attention while developing,
particularly the power, battery and motor subsystems. This section will outline important safety
standards related to the project.
In regard to project specific safety factors, these interests will be built into the project to
minimize concern. For example, overcurrent and overvoltage protection for the lithium-ion
batteries will be ensured by the system’s battery management system. Also, the high-speed
trimmer motor should not be visible to the user during operation. Therefore, a protective guard
built into the chassis will shield the user from the trimmer string as well as any debris struck by
the trimmer. Likewise, if the system is lifted from the ground during operation, the robot should
cease activity and enter an idle-like safety state until the user has returned the robot to the
ground. Any issues will be detected within the reaction time of the system, which is defined in
software to be at least 100 milliseconds.
General safety instructions related to the Senior Design Project will now be discussed. It
is important that all injuries, are reported to the SDC so that proper care or precautions can be
taken. Appropriate eye protection and other crucial personal protective equipment should be
used anytime an eye or other injury can occur. This includes operating energized circuits for any
length of time, running moving parts, such as a motor, and within the lab space while other
design teams are testing their circuits. Energized circuits and devices should not be left
unattended and no voltages greater than 48V should be energized unless that circuit is approved
by the Faculty Advisor or SDC and at least two other students are in close proximity while
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testing. This should not affect the Garden Bot, as all electrical systems should not exceed 20V.
[BL]
4.2 Communication
Bluetooth is a candidate communication protocol to communicate between the Garden
Bot and the user. Bluetooth versions beyond v4.0 incorporate low-energy consumption,
commonly referred to as BLE, which will be used in this project. The Bluetooth protocol stacks
are displayed in Figure 12 below, which allow Bluetooth to function over other applications.
Figure 12: Bluetooth Protocol Stacks

Wi-Fi has been chosen as the primary communication protocol used between the Garden
Bot and the user. The ESP32 microcontroller supports the 802.11 b/g/n standard, with a bit rate
of up to 150 Mbps. The ESP development framework provides an API for implementing Wi-Fi,
including an abstraction layer for the application on top of the TCP/IP stack. While multiple
models for Wi-Fi exist, the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) 7-layer model outlines the
different layers that encapsulate the numerous protocols in place. Figure 13 outlines the different
layers of this model, with the low-level physical layer at the bottom and the highest-level
application layer at the top.
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Figure 13: OSI 7-Layer Model

While TCP/IP addressing is responsible for handling data in multiple layers of the OSI
model, IP addressing occurs mostly in the Network layer. The layout for the IPv4 header is
shown in Figure 14. This header is prepended onto the data frame to be sent, which specifies
various information about the sender, destination and data to be sent. This will enable the
Garden Bot to send status updates to a client webserver at prespecified intervals. [RC, BL]
Figure 14: IPv4 Header
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I2C will be the primary mode of communication between applicable sensors and the
microcontroller. I2C (inter-integrated circuits) works on two bus wires, labeled SDA (serial data
line) and SCL (serial clock line), where SDA contains the data and the address of the device to
communicate with and SCL is used for synchronization between devices. Both lines need to be
pulled to a high state using pull-up resistors. The master device communicates to slave devices
by either sending or reading data from the slave. The Garden Bot system will use I2C
specifically for reading data from sensors, where an example of the data sequence is shown
below in Figure 15. Other features of I2C include that the data transfer speed can be adjusted as
needed. [BL]
Figure 15: Reading Data from Slave Node

4.3 Data Formats
The ESP32 by Espressif Systems is a 32-bit microcontroller, which will therefore allow
32-bit integers to be used in hardware. The processing core uses the RISC-V instruction set
architecture, which is a load-store based architecture. Support for IEEE-754 floating-point
notation is available and six different instruction formats are used. [RC, BL]
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4.4 Design Methods
There are many steps in the design process for developing this project. The first notable
step in this process was to define the problem statement, which took the form of an objective and
a need, defined in section 1 of this report. Following this identification involved research to
better understand the existing problem and current solutions available. From this research, the
project idea can be refined and established before any engineering analysis can occur. In order
to proceed to the design portion of this project, block diagrams were constructed. This was done
in order to identify the critical inputs and outputs of the system, along with the main processing
components within the system. From the block diagram, functional requirement tables were
composed to better define the system components. Engineering analysis is the next major design
method, where realistic standards and calculations of the feasible metrics of the project can be
produced. Developing a Gantt chart to keep track of project deadlines and tasks is one of the
remaining design methods, which is essential to the delegation of work and maintaining and
organized schedule of project-related events. From these design methods, a structured and
realizable engineering project can be produced. [BL]
4.5 Programming Languages
The software written to operate the Garden Bot will be written in C++. C++ is a generalpurpose programming language which extends C with class implementations. This allows for
clean, object-oriented, and functional programming. C++ is also quick in execution, memory
efficient, can also be distributed to either microcontroller, making it the ideal candidate for the
primary language of the Garden Bot.
A webserver will be hosted to facilitate interactions between client web-portals and the
Garden Bot. An Nginx instance will be used to serve a Flask application serving as the backend
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to the client-side code. Nginx is an HTTP and reverse proxy server and can be configured to
serve dynamic content. The backend application will be written in Flask, which is a Pythonbased, web micro-framework that utilizes server-side rendering for content and can be used to
configure routing. Backend routing will allow for the client-side application to make HTTP
request to manipulate data retrieved by the garden bot, allowing for bi-directional
communication between the client and Garden Bot.
The client-side application will be developed using Angular, a Google built and
maintained TypeScript web-framework. TypeScript, a superset of JavaScript, ensures all
variables are weakly typed, which allows for stricter standards to be enforced. Compiled Angular
apps provide client-rendered, web-application solutions which are capable of sending HTTP
requests to the Flask backend previously detailed. This means that any client-browser will be
able to control the Garden Bot, regardless of location or user, so long as the user credentials are
valid.
The Wi-Fi module onboard the ESP32 can be accessed directly through an abstracted
Espressif C++ Wi-Fi library. This will allow the Garden Bot to periodically send HTTP GET
requests, which will return user-specified data. The retrieved data can be serialized into usable
C++ variables, which will allow for granular control over the system. [RC]
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4.6 Connector Standards
Micro-USB may be used to manually charge the lithium-ion batteries off the unit during
prototyping and analysis. Similarly, USB will be the method of communicating with the ESP32
development board, for both uploading compiled code and receiving data to display on a serial
monitor during periods of testing. The pinout for Micro-USB is shown below in Figure 16.
Figure 16: Micro USB Pinout

In addition, in order to make use of the 2-millimeter JST connector provided with the
solar panels, this connection standard will also be integrated into the Garden Bot system. JST
stands for Japanese Solderless terminal, which is defined by a family tag, often followed by the
number of dimensions, or rows of pins. For the solar panel in use, either the PA or PH family of
JST connectors should be used with a single dimension of pins. PA and PH both allow for the 2millimeter pin-to-pin pitch, where PA contains a locking mechanism to secure the connector and
PH does not. [BL]
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5.0 Accepted Technical Design
The following block diagrams and functional requirement tables will layout the major
subsystems of the Garden Bot. These block diagrams will identify the major inputs and outputs
of the system and the components which interact with the information passing in, out and within
the system. The hardware and software block diagrams are divided into multiple levels, where
each subsequent level will further define the modules that compose the previous level diagram.
Each component that constitutes a level diagram will be further analyzed within a functional
requirement table, which explicitly identifies the inputs and outputs of the system, the design
engineer and provides a description of the modules functionality and operation. [RC, BL]

5.1 Hardware Design
These high-level hardware diagrams will demonstrate the composition of the Garden
Bot’s processing components that handle the major inputs of the system and produces the
required outputs. [RC, BL]
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5.1.1 Level 0 Hardware Block Diagram
Figure 17 shows the Level 0 Hardware Block Diagram for the autonomous Garden Bot
system. The major inputs of the system include sunlight, readings from the surrounding
environment, which include weeds and obstacles found in the terrain, and user control, which
includes any user interaction with the system through the system’s hardware or software. [RC,
BL]
Figure 17: Level 0 Hardware Block Diagram

Table 5 provides a detailed description of the functional requirements of this system.
Table 5: Level 0 Hardware Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs

Outputs

Description
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Garden Bot
Robert Connolly, Brendon Lovejoy, Isaac Lucas, Stevan Veselinov
Sunlight: solar energy
Surrounding Environment: sunlight intensity, weeds, terrain, obstacles
User Control: unit activation, deactivation, initialization
Movement: traction motors
Weed Removal: string trimmer
Status Updates: wireless BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) status messages
The Garden Bot will take solar energy from sunlight as an input to power
the system. The surrounding environment will be monitored to allow the
Garden Bot to navigate the garden terrain and search for weeds. Upon
detecting a weed, the system will remove it. User control will be limited
to powering the system on and off as well as basic initialization. Constant
status updates will be provided to the user, including current power levels
and operation mode.
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5.1.2 Level 1 Hardware Block Diagrams
Figure 18 shows the Level 1 Hardware Block Diagram for the autonomous Garden Bot
system. This diagram takes the same system inputs and outputs as the Level 0 Hardware Block
Diagram shown in Figure 17. However, the processing of these inputs is further defined into
multiple sections, which will later be redefined as the systems major subsystems.
As demonstrated by Figure 18, solar energy is taken as an input to power the system.
The power module converts the solar energy into the different DC voltages required by the
various components throughout the system, including the sensors, microcontroller and the
traction and trimmer motors. The sensors monitor the robot's surrounding environment and
converts those measurements into analog and digital signals that will be processed by the control
unit, which is represented by a microcontroller. The microcontroller will process the incoming
data, including any user control, and send out the appropriate control signals to the traction and
trimmer motors, along with providing the user with status updates. As shown in the diagram, the
traction motors handle the system’s movement, and the trimmer motor is the primary weed
removal method.
Figure 18: Level 1 Hardware Block Diagram
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The following tables provide detailed descriptions of the functional requirements of each
module composing the main system. Table 6 specifies the required inputs and outputs of the
power module, which will convert the solar energy into required DC voltages. Table 7 details
the function of the sensors in the system and how they will convert the environmental input into
information that can be processed by the control unit. Table 8 defines the system control unit as
a microcontroller, which will take in input from the various listed sources in order to make
operational decisions to control the actions of the robot. Lastly, Table 9 and Table 10 describe
the purposes of the traction and trimmer motors, which will control the system’s movement and
weed removal, respectively. [RC, BL]
Table 6: Level 1 Power Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description

Power
Isaac Lucas, Stevan Veselinov
Sunlight: solar energy
DC Voltages: multiple voltage levels for powering various components
(3.3V, 5V, 12V)
Converts solar energy from sunlight into required voltage levels needed to
power the various system components.

Table 7: Level 1 Sensors Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs

Outputs
Description
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Sensors
Robert Connolly, Brendon Lovejoy
Surrounding Environment: ambient light, weeds, terrain, obstacles
DC Voltages: multiple voltage levels for powering various components
(3.3V, 5V)
Analog and Digital Signals: 0 - 5V analog signals and 3.3V – 5V logic
signals
Monitor and measure the surrounding environment in order to navigate
the garden terrain and search for weeds to remove.
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Table 8: Level 1 Microcontroller Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs

Outputs

Description

Microcontroller
Robert Connolly, Brendon Lovejoy
DC Voltage: required voltage level to power the microcontroller (3.3V)
Analog and Digital Signals: 0 - 5V analog signals and 3.3V – 5V logic
signals
User Control: unit activation, deactivation and initialization signals
Control Signals: 3.3V logic and pulse width modulated signals to drive
the traction and trimmer motors
Status Updates: information regarding current system state and battery
state of charge
Process input from the sensors and control the motors according to the
determined system state. Also provides status updates to the user.

Table 9: Level 1 Traction Motors Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs

Outputs
Description

Traction Motors
Stevan Veselinov
DC Voltages: required voltage level to power the motors and controllers
(5V, 12V)
Control Signals: 3.3V logic and pulse width modulated signals from the
microcontroller to drive the traction motors
Movement: bidirectional movement with variable speed control
The dual traction motors can move in either direction (forward or
backwards), providing the robot with 360 degrees of motion. The geared
DC motors are controlled by the microcontroller.

Table 10: Level 1 Trimmer Motor Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs

Outputs
Description
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Trimmer Motor
Stevan Veselinov
DC Voltages: required voltage level to power the motors and controllers
(5V, 12V)
Control Signals: 3.3V logic from the microcontroller to drive the trimmer
motor
Weed Removal: spins a string trimmer in order to cut down weeds that
come into contact with it
The trimmer motor is a high-speed, high-torque brushed DC motor.
When activated, the motor will spin a monofilament line that will cut
down weeds that come into contact with it.
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5.1.3 Level 2 Hardware Block Diagrams
Figure 19 shows the Level 2 Hardware Block Diagram for the Power Module. The
power module is divided into a power conversion block and a power output block. The power
conversion module converts solar energy into a 12V DC voltage, which is then fed into the
power output module, which converts that voltage into the different voltages needed to power
various components in the system. Table 11 and Table 12 outline the functional requirements of
the Power Conversion Module and the Power Output Module, respectively. [RC, BL]
Figure 19: Level 2 Power Module Block Diagram

Table 11: Level 2 Power Conversion Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description

Power Conversion
Isaac Lucas, Stevan Veselinov
Sunlight: solar energy
DC Voltage: 12V DC
Converts solar energy into a DC voltage used to power the system.

Table 12: Level 2 Power Output Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description
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Power Output
Isaac Lucas, Stevan Veselinov
DC Voltage: 12V DC
DC Voltages: multiple voltage levels for powering various components
(3.3V, 5V, 12V)
Converts a stable DC voltage into the multiple required voltage levels.
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Figure 20 shows the Level 2 Hardware Block Diagram for the Sensors Module. Both
submodules take the DC voltages required to power the sensors as input, along with each sensor
receiving the appropriate environmental input. The weed detection sensors specifically gather
information regarding distance between the bottom of the chassis and anything underneath the
robot’s carriage. The information collected by the weed detection sensors will be used to locate
intrusive plants to be removed by the robot. The navigational sensors will be responsible for
providing information regarding the operating environment to aid with determining the course
the robot will maintain during normal operation. Environmental input to be monitored include
distances to objects surrounding the robot, light intensity and the earth’s magnetic field. All of
these sensors will be polled in tandem to produce a reaction from the robot. Both sensors relay
the collected information to the control unit in the form of digital and analog signals. The
control unit will then determine when to activate the tractor or trimmer motors based on the
corresponding outputs.

Figure 20: Level 2 Sensors Module Block Diagram
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Table 13 provides a detailed description of the functional requirements of the Weed
Detection Sensors Module and Table 14 outlines the functional requirements of the Navigational
Sensors Module. It can be noted that Tables 13 and 14 are very similar in how input from the
environment and output to the system are handled. However, the difference between these two
modules is the type of environmental input they handle, which define how each module
distinctly affects the operation state of the system. [RC, BL]

Table 13: Level 2 Weed Detection Sensors Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs

Outputs
Description

Weed Detection Sensors
Brendon Lovejoy
Surrounding Environment: ambient light, weeds, terrain
DC Voltages: required voltage levels to power the various environmental
sensors (3.3V, 5V)
Analog and Digital Signals: 0 - 5V analog signals and 3.3V – 5V logic
signals
Measures information about the surrounding environment and converts
the data into analog and digital signals.

Table 14: Level 2 Navigational Sensors Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs

Outputs
Description
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Navigational Sensors
Robert Connolly
Surrounding Environment: obstacles, Earth’s magnetic field
DC Voltages: required voltage levels to power the various navigational
sensors (3.3V, 5V)
Analog and Digital Signals: 0 - 5V analog signals and 3.3V – 5V logic
signals
Measures information regarding the robot’s navigation and converts the
data into analog and digital signals.
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Figures 21 and 22 shows the Level 2 Hardware Block Diagram for the Traction Motors
and Trimmer Motor Modules, respectively. The Traction Motors Block Diagram specifies two
traction motors that are driven using DC voltages provided by a motor controller. Similarly, the
Trimmer Motor Block Diagram only requires one DC motor, also to be driven using signals from
a motor controller.

Figure 21: Level 2 Traction Motors Block Diagram

Figure 22: Level 2 Trimmer Motor Block Diagram
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Table 15 describes the functional requirements of the motor controllers needed to drive
the appropriate motors in each Level 2 module. The motor controller in the Traction Motors
Block Diagram must be capable of driving two motors, being the left and right traction motors.
Each motor needs to be bidirectional with variable speed control, which the motor controller will
manage using the control signals provided by the microcontroller. The motor controller in the
Trimmer motor block diagram only needs to drive that motor in one direction at a fixed speed,
which requires less complexity that the traction motor controller. The functional requirements
for the traction and trimmer motors are detailed in Table 16 and Table 17, respectively, with the
trimmer motor being represented by a regular DC Motor. [RC, BL]
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Table 15: Level 2 Motor Controller Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs

Outputs
Description

Motor Controllers
Stevan Veselinov
DC Voltages: required voltage level to power the motors and controllers
(5V, 12V)
Control Signals: 3.3V logic and pulse width modulated signals from the
microcontroller to drive the motors
DC Voltage: analog DC voltage (-12V to 12V)
Converts an input voltage and control signals into an analog DC voltage
to power the respective motors

Table 16: Level 2 Traction Motor Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description

Left/Right Traction Motors
Stevan Veselinov
DC Voltage: analog DC voltage (-12V to 12V)
Movement: bidirectional movement with variable speed control
The motors spin at a speed and direction resulting from the magnitude and
polarity of the input voltage

Table 17: Level 2 DC Motor Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description
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DC Motor
Stevan Veselinov
DC Voltage: static DC voltage (12V)
Weed Removal: spins a string trimmer in order to cut down weeds that
come into contact with it
The motor spins at a high speed when activated by the input voltage
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5.1.4 Level 3 Hardware Block Diagrams
The power conversion module is further divided into solar panels, the battery charger and
the batteries themselves, which is demonstrated in Figure 23. The solar panels directly handle
the sunlight to DC voltage conversion, which is inputted into the battery charger. The battery
charger will manage each of the individual lithium-ion cells, which in turn produce a DC voltage
that is subsequently inputted into the Power Output Module.

Figure 23: Level 3 Power Module Block Diagram
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Table 18 describes the functional requirements for the Solar Panels Module, in which a
collection of multiple panels will be used to provide sufficient energy to the battery charger.
Table 19 details the functional requirements for the Battery Charger Module, which will also act
as a battery management system to prevent against power-related faults. Lastly, Table 20 shows
the functional requirements for the Batteries Module, which will host the energy storage devices
used to contain the DC voltage from which the system will be powered. [RC, BL]

Table 18: Level 3 Solar Panels Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description

Solar Panels
Isaac Lucas
Sunlight: solar energy
DC Voltage: 5V DC
Array of solar panels that convert solar energy into a DC voltage

Table 19: Level 3 Battery Charger Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description

Battery Charger
Isaac Lucas
DC Voltage: 5V DC
DC Voltage: constant current, constant voltage charge
Converts the input from the solar panels into an appropriate charge
current required to charge the lithium-ion battery pack

Table 20: Level 3 Batteries Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description
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Batteries
Isaac Lucas
DC Voltage: constant current, constant voltage charge
DC Voltage: 12V DC
A lithium-ion battery pack configured to produce a voltage of 12V DC
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Figures 24 and 25 demonstrate the contents and layout of the Weed Detection Sensors
Module and the Navigational Sensors Module, respectively. These Level 3 block diagrams
detail the different sensors required by each module and how they will be used to provide
information about the robot’s surrounding environment to the system.
Figure 24: Level 3 Weed Detection Sensors Module Block Diagram

Figure 25: Level 3 Navigational Sensors Module Block Diagram
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Tables 21 through 25 describe the functional requirements of each sensor module found
within the Weed Detection and Navigational Sensors block diagrams shown in Figures 24 and
25. The Distance Sensor in Table 21 will likely be realized using an ultrasonic sensor to measure
the distance surrounding the robot as well as the distance of objects vertically from the bottom of
the robot’s chassis. The Reflective Sensor in Table 22 may come from a variety of technologies,
such as a color sensor or a NIR (near infrared) sensor to search for weeds or other obstructions.
The Light Intensity Sensor in Table 23 to measure ambient light can be realized using
photoresistor technology. The Touch Sensor in Table 24 will compose of limit switches of the
appropriate operational force, which will be mounted to the front and back of the chassis and
activated through a connected bumper mechanism. Lastly, the Directional Sensor in Table 25
will likely be realized using a combination gyroscope, accelerometer and magnetometer to assist
with navigation. [RC, BL]

Table 21: Level 3 Distance Sensor Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description

Distance Sensor
Brendon Lovejoy
Surrounding Environment: weeds, terrain, obstacles, garden boundaries
Analog and Digital Signal: 3.3V – 5V logic signal
Used to detect weeds and/or approaching obstacles

Table 22: Level 3 Reflective Sensor Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description
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Reflective Sensor
Brendon Lovejoy
Surrounding Environment: weeds, terrain, obstacles
Analog and Digital Signal: 0 - 5V analog signal or 3.3V – 5V logic signal
Used to detect green or leafy foliage in the path of the robot
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Table 23: Level 3 Light Intensity Sensor Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description

Light Intensity Sensor
Brendon Lovejoy
Surrounding Environment: ambient light intensity
Analog and Digital Signal: 0 - 5V analog signal
Used to determine the intensity of the ambient light in the surrounding
environment

Table 24: Level 3 Touch Sensor Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description

Touch Sensor
Robert Connolly
Surrounding Environment: terrain, obstacles
Analog and Digital Signal: 3.3V – 5V logic signals
Used to detect obstacles directly in contact with the robot

Table 25: Level 3 Directional Sensor Module Functional Requirements
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description
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Directional Sensor
Robert Connolly
Surrounding Environment: Earth’s magnetic field
Analog and Digital Signal: 3.3V – 5V logic signals
Used to orient the direction of the robot and measure movements
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5.4.5 Circuit Schematics
The following section displays the various circuits required by each of the Garden Bot’s
subsystems. To reduce complexity and improve readability, connections to the components,
particularly between subsystems, will often be done using global labels in place of wired
connections. Figure 26 represents the layout of one of the major components of the power
subsystem, outlined by the Level 3 block diagram for the Power Conversion Module by Figure
23. In this schematic, multiple battery cells are arranged in series, where each terminal is
connected to a lithium-ion battery management system. This BMS draws power from multiple
solar cells wired in series, which will charge the batteries when provided with sufficient sunlight.
Figure 27 shows the schematic for the Power Output block shown in Figure 19. Here, various
linear voltage regulators convert the raw battery input into a stable output voltage to power the
other subsystems of the Garden Bot. Figure 28 shows the connections to the navigation sensor,
which many include SDA and SCL for the I2C connection to the ESP32 microcontroller. Figure
29 and Figure 30 each show the connections for the traction and trimmer motors, respectively, to
the selected motor controller. The traction motors require enable pins for bidirectional control,
while the trimmer motor only needs to spin in a single direction, where the logic for these
controls can be permanently fixed. All motors require a pulse-width modulated signal from the
microcontroller to control the speed of each motor. Figure 31 shows the simple connections for
each of the touch sensors, or limit switches. These will be digital inputs into the microcontroller,
where the read pin will be pulled down as part of the microcontroller’s configuration. Figure 32
shows the schematic diagram for the multiple reflective sensors, which require a digital output
pin for the NIR LED and an analog input for measuring the voltage value. This voltage
measurement will be done using the first ADC channel on the ESP32. Figure 33 shows the
ambient light sensor using a photoresistor, whose voltage value will also be read using ADC1.
Figure 34 shows the ultrasonic sensors and the connections to each of the trigger and echo pins.
Lastly, Figure 35 is the schematic diagram for the ESP32 microcontroller and the accompanying
multiplexers to expand the board’s IO. All connections to the different subsystems are shown, as
well as connections between the ESP32 and the multiplexers. [BL]
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Figure 26: Lithium-Ion Battery Charge Circuit

Figure 27: Linear Voltage Regulators
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Figure 28: MPU-9250 Navigation Sensor

Figure 29: Traction Motor Controller
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Figure 30: Trimmer Motor Controller

Figure 31: Touch Sensors (Switches)
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Figure 32: NIR Reflective Sensors

Figure 33: Ambient Light Sensor
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Figure 34: Ultrasonic Sensors
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Figure 35: Microcontroller with Multiplexers
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Table 26: Parts List
Qty.
1
5
1
3
2
1
2
4
4
4
1
1
1
1
4
3
3
3
10
3
3
1
1

Refdes
Part Num.
Description
U13
MPU9250
9-Axis Gyroscope Acceleration Magnetic Sensor
U1-U5
3942 Ultrasonic Sensor
R18
161 Photo Cell (Photoresistor)
U6-U8
OPB732
Near Infrared (NIR) Reflective Optical Sensor
M2-M3
1591 DC Gearmotor, 6V
M1
SE15K1BTYJ
DC Motor, 12V, 6700 RPM
U14-U15
713 TB6612FNG Dual Motor Driver
SW1-SW4 V19S05-V3Z025A02
Limit Switch (15 gf)
BT1-BT4 UL1865-26-1P
Lithium Ion Cell
SC1-SC4
313070002 Solar Cell
U16
ESP32-DEVKITC-32UE
Microcontroller with BLE/WIFI
U10
L7805CV
Linear Voltage Regulator 5V 1.5A
U11
L7806CV
Linear Voltage Regulator 6V 1.5A
U12
L78S12CV
Linear Voltage Regulator 12V 2A
1044 18650 Battery Holder (1 Cell)
U17-U19 CD4051BEE4
Multiplexer/Demultiplexer
C2, C4, C6
8.85012E+11 SMD Capacitor 0.1 uF
C1, C3, C5
8.85012E+11 SMD Capacitor 0.33 uF
R1-R10 RMCF1206FT10K0SMD Resistor 10k
R12, R14, RMCF1206FT1K00
R16
SMD Resistor 1k
R11, R13, RMCF1206FT100R
R15
SMD Resistor 100
R17
YAG5090CT-ND SMD Resistor 5k
U9
HX-4S-F30A
Li-Ion Lithium Battery BMS
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5.2 Software Design
The structure of the program will follow a state-machine programming implementation.
The state-machine will employ class and function-based implementation of states, according to
the defined standards. Transitions between states will only take place if specific conditions are
met. This allows for significant granularity in software design, as each state can be selfmaintained and operated. [RC, BL]

5.2.1 Level 0 Software Behavior Models
The entry point to the program will be a single event loop pictured in Figure 36,
consisting of two top-level states: IDLE and OPERATE. The system will be first initialized in
the IDLE state, which also acts as an exit from normal operation. The OPERATE state will
manage the system’s normal weed detection and removal operation. Table 27 outlines the
functional requirements of the software model, including inputs from the system and its resulting
outputs. [RC, BL]
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Figure 36: Level 0 System State Software Block Diagram

Table 27: Level 0 System State Functional Requirement Table
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs

Description
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Internal System State
Robert Connolly, Brendon Lovejoy
Surrounding Environment: weeds, terrain, obstacles
User Control: wireless user input (activation and deactivation)
Movement: traction motors
Weed Removal: string trimmer
Status Updates: wireless BLE status messages
The microcontroller will maintain the current state of the robot, governed by
the surrounding environment. The environment will be monitored in order to
determine which state the Garden Bot should operate in.
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5.2.2 Level 1 Software Behavior Models
The IDLE state shown in Figure 36 will be further broken down into three more substates, as pictured in Figure 37, consisting of INITIALIZE, STOP, and CHARGE. Similarly, the
OPERATE state will consist of EVALUATE, SEARCH, and DESTROY sub-states, also
pictured in Figure 37. Table 28 details the functional requirements of the Level 1 software
model, including inputs from the system and its resulting outputs. [RC, BL]
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Figure 37: Level 1 System State Software Block Diagram

Table 28: Level 1 System State Functional Requirement Table
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs

Description
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Microcontroller
Robert Connolly, Brendon Lovejoy
Surrounding Environment: weeds, terrain, obstacles
User Control: wireless user input (activation and deactivation)
Movement: traction motors
Weed Removal: string trimmer
Status Updates: wireless BLE status messages
The microcontroller will maintain the current state of the robot, governed by
the surrounding environment. The environment will be monitored in an effort
to determine a reaction from the Garden Bot, such as weed removal, obstacle
avoidance, and garden row maneuvers.
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5.2.3 Level 2 Software Behavior Models
Upon starting, the main event loop will be initialized to the IDLE state with a substate of
STOP. Future iterations of the loop will also look for a connected user. If the user is connected
and within range of the network, the robot will push status updates to the user. As pictured in
Figure 42, this configuration will tell the main event loop to check if the robot is safe to operate
(check it is on the ground with a charge) and will proceed to the INITIALIZE state. Here, the
robot will navigate itself into a garden corner to begin normal operation. It will achieve this by
first looking for a wall and then driving to a corner, as described in Figure 43 and illustrated by
Figure 38.
Figure 38: Initialization Path Visualization
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After the Garden Bot has navigated to a corner, it will change states from INITIALIZE to
OPERATE with the sub-state SEARCH. SEARCH will be the “normal operation” state of the
Garden Bot. This means that while in SEARCH, the main event loop will poll the environmental
and navigational sensors on the robot to look for weeds and avoid obstacles. If an obstacle is
detected, the main event loop will stop driving and determine the type of object it encountered. If
the object is a taller plant, the robot will navigate around it, as detailed in Figure 44 and
illustrated by Figure 39.
Figure 39: Obstacle Avoidance Path Visualization

If the object is a boundary, the robot will then determine if it is a wall or a corner. From
there, the robot will change rows/columns and continue. A depiction of this can be seen below in
Figure 40.
Figure 40: Row Navigation Path Visualization
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As the robot continues normal operation, it will maintain a grid-like pattern by utilizing
the navigational sensors calibrated in the INITIALIZE state. This means that as the robot
navigates through plant rows, it will transition to navigating through plant columns. While
operating normally in SEARCH, if a weed is detected by polling the bottom-mounted distance
sensor followed by the bottom-mounted reflective sensor, the main loop will transition to
DESTROY. The DESTROY state, outline in Figure 45, will be the primary weed-removal state.
In this state – as documented in the flowchart – the robot will stop driving, activate the bottom
trimmer, drive over the weed, and shut off the trimmer.
There are two approaches to consider for weed removal: travel a predefined distance with
the trimmer active or travel with the trimmer active until there are no weeds detected under the
chassis. For the case of driving a predefined distance, the robot must find the weed, deactivate
the weed-detecting sensors, drive over the weed, and reactivate the weed-detecting sensors. This
will ensure that all weeds (including closely coupled clumps) will be destroyed within the
specified distance. The second option is to constantly scan for weeds using the distance and
reflective sensors – including while trimming the current weed. This solution allows for finer
precision of weed removal. While this option is more favorable, the possibility of weed
trimmings being detected while driving is not guaranteed to be avoided, meaning that the Garden
Bot could find itself with the trimmer active longer than it needs to be in rare cases, which will
draw more current than desired. Both options are guaranteed to trim the entire garden by
traveling in the grid-like pattern mentioned above.
All OPERATE states return to EVALUATE, as pictured in Figure 41. EVALUATE will
serve as the system “input” state where user input and system diagnostic information will be
collected and evaluated. The EVALUATE state will serve as the entry point of the program and
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will defer the program to INITIALIZE upon first running as seen in Figure 43. If the robot has
been initialized, then the main loop will poll the power level, query user input, and determine the
distance from the ground. For the case that the power is low, the state will transition to STOP
which will cut power to the motors, and then to CHARGE which will cut power to nonessential
sensors, allowing the robot to “hibernate” until it has reached an acceptable power level. If the
robot has been lifted off of the ground, the state will transition to STOP, which will cut power to
all motors immediately, and will not be exited until the robot is placed on the ground. Finally, if
the robot detects user input, it will respond accordingly (STOP, CUT, and START commands).
Tables 29 through 33 further define the inputs and outputs of these states, along with any
functional requirements of the system. [RC]
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Figure 41: Level 2 System EVALUATE State Software Block Diagram

Table 29: Level 2 System EVALUATE State Functional Requirement Table
Module
Designer
Inputs

Outputs
Description
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Microcontroller
Robert Connolly, Brendon Lovejoy
Surrounding Environment: terrain
Power: power level
User Control: wireless user input (deactivation)
System State: next desired state of the robot
The EVALUATE state will determine the next desired state of the Garden
Bot based on several factors. The robot will proceed to the STOP state if the
robot has not been initialized, the power level is low, the robot is not located
on solid ground, or a user-controlled STOP command has been received. The
Garden Bot will proceed to SEARCH if operation is normal.
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Figure 42: Level 2 System STOP State Software Block Diagram

Table 30: Level 2 System STOP State Functional Requirement Table
Module
Designer
Inputs

Outputs
Description
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Microcontroller
Robert Connolly, Brendon Lovejoy
Surrounding Environment: terrain
Power: power level
User Control: wireless user input (deactivation, activation)
Movement: stops traction motors
Weed Removal: stops trimmer
The STOP state will be entered when a safety feature has been activated or if
system power is low. The STOP state will poll user input and the surrounding
environment to determine an appropriate exit to normal operation. If the robot
has not been initialized, the STOP state will determine a safe, appropriate
time to begin the initialization sequence by enacting the INITIALIZE state.
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Figure 43: Level 2 System INITIALIZE State Software Block Diagram

Table 31: Level 2 System INITIALIZE State Functional Requirement Table
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description
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Microcontroller
Robert Connolly, Brendon Lovejoy
Surrounding Environment: terrain, obstacles
Movement: orients and activates traction motors
The INITIALIZE state will be run immediately after the bootup sequence or
if the robot is removed and reintroduced to the garden. The Garden Bot will
determine its location in the garden by navigating itself to a corner and
orienting itself towards the opposing boundary wall. Once the desired starting
position is achieved, the Garden Bot will resume normal operation.
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Figure 44: Level 2 System SEARCH State Software Block Diagram

Table 32: Level 2 System SEARCH State Functional Requirement Table
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description
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Microcontroller
Robert Connolly, Brendon Lovejoy
Surrounding Environment: terrain, obstacles
Movement: orients and activates traction motors
The SEARCH state will consist of “normal” robot operation. In this state, the
Garden Bot will navigate the garden while searching for weeds. For the case a
weed is found, the robot will enter its DESTROY state. If an object is
detected, the Garden Bot will determine if it is a plant or wall and react
accordingly.
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Figure 45: Level 2 System DESTROY State Software Block Diagram

Table 33: Level 2 System DESTROY State Functional Requirement Table
Module
Designer
Inputs
Outputs
Description
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Microcontroller
Robert Connolly, Brendon Lovejoy
N/A
Movement: activates traction motors
Weed Removal: activates and deactivates trimmer motor
The DESTROY state will remove weeds under the carriage of the Garden
Bot. Once the weed has been trimmed, the robot will continue normal
operation by entering its SEARCH state.
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5.2.4 Subsystem Code
The project code for the Garden Bot follows standards such as taking an object-oriented
approach, rigorous abstraction techniques (such as separate-file compilation), and unified naming
conventions. The project code is categorized into components by use-case, such as GPIO and
timing components, among others. Each component is separated into “.h” and “.cpp” files, where
the “.h” header files contain function prototypes for their respective “.cpp” implementation file.
Header files will be referenced by their file name in subsequent header files, allowing for shared
code among components.
The main component shown below serves as the entry point into the application. The
ESP32 will execute the code in the “app_main” function upon startup. Inside the startup method,
two true-hardware threads will be initialized to host various processes. These processes will be
separated by type, such as sensor reading or motor control. Both thread methods – “thread_one”
and “thread_two” – currently contain calls to the “demo” files, which served as proof-of-concept
for software design.
The sensor demo component demonstrates the interfacing capabilities of each currently
implemented component. The component loop polls touch sensors, an ambient light sensor, an
ultrasonic sensor, and the navigational sensor readouts (roll, pitch, and yaw). Each iteration of
the loop prints the values of each sensor to the serial output console, which prove the validity of
the implementations.
The corner detection component includes logic to handle ultrasonic sensor input. The
corner detection event loop first polls the ultrasonic sensors, determines if a boundary is detected
(based on the previously defined software block diagrams), and activates and LED if a corner is
detected. The component further monitors the voltage level across an ambient light sensor via an
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analog input. The logic disrupts signals to and from all sensors if the light level falls below a
specified threshold to demonstrate a “low/no sun” state which will be used to help determine
when the Garden Bot should enter power reserve mode. In this state, only the ambient light
sensor is monitored to resume normal operation when sufficient light is detected. Finally, this
component also served to demo fine-tuned motor control via PWM signals that controlled the
intensity and direction of each traction motor.
General purpose IO for the ESP32 was abstracted to the GPIO manager helper. Digitallogic abilities abstracted include functions to set the input/output value of each digital pin, as
well as functions to read the Boolean value from digital pins. Further, ADC pin configuration,
analog pin input, and PWM out functions are abstracted to allow for granular control over the
ESP32’s analog capabilities.
The Espressif ESP32 C++ libraries include a standard timing implementation. These
abstracted calls were built upon in the time manager to allow for precise timing operations to be
performed in the project code. Abstracted functions include calls to initialize the time, delay
operation in the program on the order of microseconds or milliseconds and get the current clockcount time.
I2C is a communication standard prevalent throughout the project code and has been
abstracted into the communication manager. The communication helper provides and interface
for writing I2C instructions and reading returned data. The I2C_conn class contains two private
members, including “sda” and “sdl”, which are used to hold relevant I2C information for the
specific instance.
The SR04 component serves as the implementation for the SR04 ultrasonic sensors. The
SR04 implementation is constructed as an object whose constructor initializes the trigger and
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echo pins that send and receive data, respectfully. The get_distance method sends a 10µs burst to
the ultrasonic sensors and measures the echo pin time high. Using the conversion factor
previously derived, the raw distance in inches can be determined and returned to the relevant
calling code. [RC, BL]
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main.cpp
// For delays and threading
#include <freertos/FreeRTOS.h>
#include <freertos/task.h>
//main files
#include "corner_demo.h"
#include "sensor_demo.h"
// Global Constants
#define MAX_ADC 1023;
#define threadStackSize 10000;
#define taskCoreOne 0;
#define taskCoreTwo 1;
// Function Prototypes
void setup_threads();
// Thread definitions
void threadOne(void *pvParameters);
void threadTwo(void *pvParameters);
//Allows .cpp files instead of .c
extern "C"
{
void app_main(void);
}
//App entry point
void app_main(void)
{
//Run setup
setup_threads();
}
// Precondition: Nothing
// Postcondition: Creates threads
void setup_threads()
{
// Creates thread 1
xTaskCreatePinnedToCore(
threadOne,
// Task function
"coreTaskOne", // Arbitrary thread name
10000,
// Thread stack size (words)
NULL,
// Task input params
0,
// Task priority (0 is fine)
NULL,
// Task handler
0
// Task core
);
// Creates thread 2
xTaskCreatePinnedToCore(
threadTwo,
// Task function
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//
//
//
//
//
//
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Arbitrary thread name
Thread stack size (words)
Task input params
Task priority (0 is fine)
Task handler
Task core

);
}
// Precondition: Called from task creator
// Postcondition: Runs on thread 1
void threadOne(void *pvParameters)
{
corner_detection();
}
// Precondition: Called from task creator
// Postcondition: Runs on thread 2
void threadTwo(void *pvParameters)
{
motor_control();
}
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sensor_demo.h
//components
#include <stdio.h>
#include "gpio/gpio_manager.h"
#include "timing/time_manager.h"
#include "SR04/SR04.h"
#include "communication/comm_manager.h"
#include "MPU9250/MPU9250.h"
void read_sensors();

sensor_demo.cpp
#include "sensor_demo.h"
void read_sensors()
{
init_timer();
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

red_led = 22;
green_led = 23;
button1 = 18;
button2 = 19;
light_sensor = 34;
echo = 33;
trigger = 32;

configure_pin(red_led, OUTPUT);
//red led
configure_pin(green_led, OUTPUT);
//green led
configure_pin(button1, INPUT);
//button 1
configure_pin(button2, INPUT);
//button 2
configure_adc_pin(light_sensor);
//light_sensor
SR04 distance_sensor(echo, trigger); //distance sensor
I2C_Conn i2c_wire;
//I2C connection
MPU9250 navigation_sensor;
//9-axis sensor
navigation_sensor.setup(SENSOR_ADDRESS, i2c_wire);
int loop_counter = 0;
bool button1_val, button2_val;
int light;
double distance = 0.0;
float roll = 0, pitch = 0, yaw = 0;

while(1)
{
if(loop_counter == 10)
{
set_digital_output(red_led, true);
set_digital_output(green_led, false);
}
else if(loop_counter == 20)
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{
set_digital_output(red_led, false);
set_digital_output(green_led, true);
loop_counter = 0;
}
button1_val = get_digital_input(button1);
button2_val = get_digital_input(button2);
light = get_analog_input(light_sensor);
distance = distance_sensor.get_distance();
if(navigation_sensor.update())
{
roll = navigation_sensor.getRoll();
pitch = navigation_sensor.getPitch();
yaw = navigation_sensor.getYaw();
}
printf("Buttons: %u %u\tLight: %u\tDistance: %.2f
in.\tRoll:%.2f\t\tPitch:%.2f\t\tYaw:%.2f\n", (int)button1_val, (int)button2_val,
light, distance, roll, pitch, yaw);
delay_ms(100);
}
}

corner_demo.h
// For delays, threading and semaphores
#include <freertos/FreeRTOS.h>
#include <freertos/task.h>
#include <freertos/semphr.h>
//components
#include "gpio/gpio_manager.h"
#include "timing/time_manager.h"
#include "SR04/SR04.h"
// STATE definition
enum State
{
SEARCH = 0,
IDLE = 1
};
void corner_detection();
void motor_control();
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corner_demo.cpp
#include "corner_demo.h"
const int CORNER_THRESHOLD = 2.5; // In inches
SemaphoreHandle_t LIGHT_SENSOR_IS_DARK = xSemaphoreCreateBinary();
SemaphoreHandle_t light_semaphore = xSemaphoreCreateBinary();
// Precondition: Called from task creator
// Postcondition: Runs on thread 1
void corner_detection()
{
SR04 front_right_front(5, 18);
SR04 front_right_side(16, 17);
SR04 front_left_front(25, 33);
SR04 front_left_side(26, 32);
int corner_led = 4;
configure_pin(4, OUTPUT, false, false);
int light_sensor = 36;
configure_adc_pin(light_sensor);
// Thread 1 loop
while (1)
{
// The light sensor has indicated it is dark, do not operate
float intensity_voltage = 3.3 –
(3.3 * get_analog_input(light_sensor)) / 4095;
if (intensity_voltage > 1.5)
{
double dist_inches_FRF =
double dist_inches_FRS =
double dist_inches_FLF =
double dist_inches_FLS =

front_right_front.get_distance();
front_right_side.get_distance();
front_left_front.get_distance();
front_left_side.get_distance();

bool front_left_in_corner = dist_inches_FLF < CORNER_THRESHOLD &&
dist_inches_FLS < CORNER_THRESHOLD;
bool front_right_in_corner = dist_inches_FRF < CORNER_THRESHOLD &&
dist_inches_FRS < CORNER_THRESHOLD;
set_digital_output(corner_led, (front_left_in_corner ||
front_right_in_corner));
}
else
{
// Shutoff condition
xSemaphoreGive(LIGHT_SENSOR_IS_DARK);
set_digital_output(corner_led, 0);
}
delay_ms(60);
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}
}
// Precondition: Called from task creator
// Postcondition: Runs on thread 2
void motor_control()
{
// Initialization
int motor_one_pin = 22;
int motor_two_pin = 21;
int button_in = 27;
configure_pin(button_in, INPUT, false, false);
ledc_channel_config_t motor_one = init_pwm(motor_one_pin, LEDC_CHANNEL_0);
ledc_channel_config_t motor_two = init_pwm(motor_two_pin, LEDC_CHANNEL_1);
bool run_motors_high = false;
// Thread 2
while (1)
{
bool should_run = xSemaphoreTake(LIGHT_SENSOR_IS_DARK, (TickType_t)10) ==
pdFALSE;
if (get_digital_input(button_in)) {
run_motors_high = !run_motors_high; }
if (should_run) {
if (!run_motors_high)
{
for (int i = 0; i < 101; i += 25)
{
set_pwm(motor_one, (i / 100.0) * 1023);
set_pwm(motor_two, (1 - i / 100.0) * 1023);
// Shutoff condition
if (xSemaphoreTake(LIGHT_SENSOR_IS_DARK, (TickType_t)10) ==
pdTRUE) {
set_pwm(motor_one, 0);
set_pwm(motor_two, 0);
break; }
delay_ms(1000);
}
}
else {
set_pwm(motor_one, 1023);
set_pwm(motor_two, 1023);
delay_ms(1000); } }
}
}
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gpio_manager.h
#ifndef GPIO_MANAGER_H
#define GPIO_MANAGER_H
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<driver/gpio.h>
<driver/adc.h>
<driver/ledc.h>

//pin_mode options
#define DISABLE
#define INPUT
#define OUTPUT
#define OUTPUT_OD
#define INPUT_OUTPUT_OD
#define INPUT_OUTPUT

0
1
2
3
4
5

void configure_pin(uint8_t, uint8_t, bool=false, bool=false);
void set_digital_output(uint8_t, bool);
bool get_digital_input(uint8_t);
void configure_adc_pin(uint8_t);
adc1_channel_t get_adc1_channel(uint8_t);
adc2_channel_t get_adc2_channel(uint8_t);
int get_analog_input(uint8_t);
ledc_channel_config_t init_pwm(int, ledc_channel_t);
void set_pwm(ledc_channel_config_t &, int);
#endif

gpio_manager.cpp
#include "gpio_manager.h"

void configure_pin(uint8_t pin_num, uint8_t pin_mode, bool pullup, bool pulldown)
{
if (!GPIO_IS_VALID_GPIO(pin_num))
{
return;
}
gpio_config_t io_conf = {
.pin_bit_mask = (1ULL<<pin_num),
.mode = GPIO_MODE_DISABLE,
.pull_up_en = GPIO_PULLUP_DISABLE,
.pull_down_en = GPIO_PULLDOWN_DISABLE,
.intr_type = GPIO_INTR_DISABLE
};
if(pin_mode == INPUT)
io_conf.mode = GPIO_MODE_INPUT;
else if(pin_mode == OUTPUT)
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io_conf.mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT;
if(pullup)
io_conf.pull_up_en = GPIO_PULLUP_ENABLE;
else if(pulldown)
io_conf.pull_down_en = GPIO_PULLDOWN_ENABLE;
io_conf.intr_type = GPIO_INTR_DISABLE;
gpio_config(&io_conf);
}
void set_digital_output(uint8_t pin_num, bool level)
{
gpio_set_level((gpio_num_t)pin_num, int(level));
}
bool get_digital_input(uint8_t pin_num)
{
return gpio_get_level((gpio_num_t)pin_num);
}

//NOTE: for WROVER-KIT (0, 2, 4 and 15 can't be used)
void configure_adc_pin(uint8_t pin_num)
{
if(pin_num > 31 && pin_num < 40) //ADC1
{
adc1_channel_t channel = get_adc1_channel(pin_num);
adc1_config_width(ADC_WIDTH_BIT_12);
adc1_config_channel_atten(channel, ADC_ATTEN_DB_11);
}
else if((pin_num > 11 && pin_num < 15) || (pin_num > 24 && pin_num < 28))
{
adc2_channel_t channel = get_adc2_channel(pin_num);
adc2_config_channel_atten(channel, ADC_ATTEN_DB_11);
}
else //not a valid pin
{
;
}
}
adc1_channel_t get_adc1_channel(uint8_t pin_num)
{
if(pin_num == 36)
return ADC1_CHANNEL_0;
else if(pin_num == 37)
return ADC1_CHANNEL_1;
else if(pin_num == 38)
return ADC1_CHANNEL_2;
else if(pin_num == 39)
return ADC1_CHANNEL_3;
else if(pin_num == 32)
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return ADC1_CHANNEL_4;
else if(pin_num == 33)
return ADC1_CHANNEL_5;
else if(pin_num == 34)
return ADC1_CHANNEL_6;
else if(pin_num == 35)
return ADC1_CHANNEL_7;
else
return ADC1_CHANNEL_MAX;
}
adc2_channel_t get_adc2_channel(uint8_t pin_num)
{
if(pin_num == 4)
return ADC2_CHANNEL_0;
else if(pin_num == 0)
return ADC2_CHANNEL_1;
else if(pin_num == 2)
return ADC2_CHANNEL_2;
else if(pin_num == 15)
return ADC2_CHANNEL_3;
else if(pin_num == 13)
return ADC2_CHANNEL_4;
else if(pin_num == 12)
return ADC2_CHANNEL_5;
else if(pin_num == 14)
return ADC2_CHANNEL_6;
else if(pin_num == 27)
return ADC2_CHANNEL_7;
else if(pin_num == 25)
return ADC2_CHANNEL_8;
else if(pin_num == 26)
return ADC2_CHANNEL_9;
else
return ADC2_CHANNEL_MAX;
}
int get_analog_input(uint8_t pin_num)
{
if(pin_num > 31 && pin_num < 40) //ADC1
{
adc1_channel_t channel = get_adc1_channel(pin_num);
return adc1_get_raw(channel);
}
else if((pin_num > 11 && pin_num < 15) || (pin_num > 24 && pin_num < 28))
{
int read_raw;
adc2_channel_t channel = get_adc2_channel(pin_num);
adc2_get_raw(channel, ADC_WIDTH_BIT_12, &read_raw);
return read_raw;
}
else
{
return 0;
}
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}
ledc_channel_config_t init_pwm(int pin, ledc_channel_t channel) {
ledc_timer_config_t ledc_timer;
ledc_timer.duty_resolution = LEDC_TIMER_10_BIT,
ledc_timer.freq_hz = 1000U,
ledc_timer.speed_mode = LEDC_HIGH_SPEED_MODE,
ledc_timer.timer_num = LEDC_TIMER_0,
ledc_timer.clk_cfg = LEDC_AUTO_CLK,
ledc_timer_config(&ledc_timer);
ledc_channel_config_t ledc_channel;
ledc_channel.channel = channel;
ledc_channel.duty = 0;
ledc_channel.gpio_num = pin;
ledc_channel.speed_mode = LEDC_HIGH_SPEED_MODE;
ledc_channel.hpoint = 0;
ledc_channel.timer_sel = LEDC_TIMER_0;
ledc_channel_config(&ledc_channel);
return ledc_channel;
}
void set_pwm(ledc_channel_config_t &ledc_channel, int adc_val) {
ledc_set_duty(ledc_channel.speed_mode, ledc_channel.channel, adc_val);
ledc_update_duty(ledc_channel.speed_mode, ledc_channel.channel);
}
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time_manager.h
#ifndef TIME_MANAGER_H
#define TIME_MANAGER_H
#include "freertos/FreeRTOS.h"
#include "freertos/task.h"
#include "esp_timer.h"
void init_timer();
void delay_ms(uint32_t);
void delay_us(uint32_t);
uint64_t get_time();
#endif

time_manager.cpp
#include "time_manager.h"
void init_timer()
{
esp_timer_init();
}
void delay_ms(uint32_t ms)
{
vTaskDelay(ms / portTICK_PERIOD_MS);
}
void delay_us(uint32_t us)
{
ets_delay_us(us);
}
uint64_t get_time()
{
return (uint64_t)esp_timer_get_time();
}
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comm_manager.h
#ifndef COMM_MANAGER_H
#define COMM_MANAGER_H
#include <stdio.h>
#include "driver/i2c.h"
#define I2C_MASTER_PORT 0
#define SENSOR_ADDRESS 0x68
#define WRITE_TO_SENSOR (SENSOR_ADDRESS << 1) | I2C_MASTER_WRITE
#define READ_FROM_SENSOR (SENSOR_ADDRESS << 1) | I2C_MASTER_READ
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

I2C_SCL_IO
I2C_SDA_IO
I2C_FREQ_HZ
I2C_PORT_NUM
I2C_TX_BUF_DISABLE
I2C_RX_BUF_DISABLE

// I2C common protocol defines
#define WRITE_BIT
#define READ_BIT
#define ACK_CHECK_EN
check ack from slave
#define ACK_CHECK_DIS
not check ack from slave
#define ACK_VAL
#define NACK_VAL

27 //19
26 //18
100000
I2C_NUM_1
0
0

//
//
//
//
//
//

gpio number for I2C master clock
gpio number for I2C master data
I2C master clock frequency
I2C port number for master dev
I2C master do not need buffer
I2C master do not need buffer

I2C_MASTER_WRITE
I2C_MASTER_READ
0x1

// I2C master write
// I2C master read
// I2C master will

0x0

// I2C master will

(i2c_ack_type_t)0x0
(i2c_ack_type_t)0x1

// I2C ack value
// I2C nack value

extern "C"
{
class I2C_Conn
{
private:
uint8_t sda;
uint8_t sdl;
public:
I2C_Conn();
esp_err_t write(uint8_t, uint8_t, uint8_t);
esp_err_t read(uint8_t, uint8_t, uint8_t, uint8_t*);
};
}
#endif
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comm_manager.cpp
#include "comm_manager.h"
I2C_Conn::I2C_Conn()
{
int i2c_master_port = I2C_PORT_NUM;
i2c_config_t conf;
conf.mode = I2C_MODE_MASTER;
conf.sda_io_num = I2C_SDA_IO;
conf.sda_pullup_en = GPIO_PULLUP_ENABLE;
conf.scl_io_num = I2C_SCL_IO;
conf.scl_pullup_en = GPIO_PULLUP_ENABLE;
conf.master.clk_speed = I2C_FREQ_HZ;
conf.clk_flags = 0,
i2c_param_config(i2c_master_port, &conf);
esp_err_t i2c_error = i2c_driver_install(i2c_master_port, conf.mode,
I2C_RX_BUF_DISABLE, I2C_TX_BUF_DISABLE, 0);
if(i2c_error != ESP_OK) printf("I2C Driver Installation Failure: %s\n",
esp_err_to_name(i2c_error));
i2c_set_timeout(i2c_master_port, 1048575);
}
esp_err_t I2C_Conn::write(uint8_t address, uint8_t subAddress, uint8_t data)
{
i2c_cmd_handle_t cmd_handle = i2c_cmd_link_create();
i2c_master_start(cmd_handle);
i2c_master_write_byte(cmd_handle, (address << 1) | WRITE_BIT, ACK_CHECK_EN);
i2c_master_write_byte(cmd_handle, subAddress, ACK_CHECK_EN);
i2c_master_write_byte(cmd_handle, data, ACK_CHECK_EN);
i2c_master_stop(cmd_handle);
esp_err_t ret = i2c_master_cmd_begin(I2C_PORT_NUM, cmd_handle, 1000 /
portTICK_RATE_MS); //how many ticks to wait
i2c_cmd_link_delete(cmd_handle);
return ret;
}
esp_err_t I2C_Conn::read(uint8_t address, uint8_t subAddress, uint8_t count, uint8_t*
dest)
{
if (count == 0)
{
return ESP_OK;
}
i2c_cmd_handle_t cmd_handle = i2c_cmd_link_create();
i2c_master_start(cmd_handle);
i2c_master_write_byte(cmd_handle, (address << 1), ACK_CHECK_EN);
i2c_master_write_byte(cmd_handle, subAddress, ACK_CHECK_EN);
i2c_master_start(cmd_handle);
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i2c_master_write_byte(cmd_handle, (address << 1) | READ_BIT, ACK_CHECK_EN);
if (count > 1)
{
i2c_master_read(cmd_handle, dest, count - 1, ACK_VAL);
}
i2c_master_read_byte(cmd_handle, dest + count - 1, NACK_VAL);
i2c_master_stop(cmd_handle);
esp_err_t ret = i2c_master_cmd_begin(I2C_PORT_NUM, cmd_handle, 1000 /
portTICK_RATE_MS); //how many ticks to wait
i2c_cmd_link_delete(cmd_handle);
return ret;
}
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SR04.h
#ifndef SR04_H
#define SR04_H
#include "gpio/gpio_manager.h"
#include "timing/time_manager.h"
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

PULSE_TIMEOUT 250000
MAX_TIMEOUT 6000
SOUND_SPEED 0.034
CM_TO_INCH 0.393701
SR04_DELAY 10
MAX_SONAR 30
USE_INCH true
USE_CM false

class SR04
{
private:
uint8_t echo_pin, trigger_pin;
public:
SR04(uint8_t, uint8_t);
double get_distance(int=SR04_DELAY, bool=USE_INCH);
};
#endif

SR04.cpp
//#include "freertos/FreeRTOS.h"
//#include "freertos/task.h"
#include "SR04.h"
SR04::SR04(uint8_t echo, uint8_t trigger)
{
echo_pin = echo;
trigger_pin = trigger;
configure_pin(echo_pin, INPUT, false, false);
configure_pin(trigger_pin, OUTPUT, false, false);
}
double SR04::get_distance(int delay, bool inches) {
set_digital_output(trigger_pin, false);
delay_us(4);
set_digital_output(trigger_pin, true);
delay_us(delay);
set_digital_output(trigger_pin, false);
uint64_t start = get_time();
while(!get_digital_input(echo_pin))
{
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if(get_time() - start > PULSE_TIMEOUT)
return 0;
}
start = get_time();
while(get_digital_input(echo_pin))
{
if(get_time() - start > MAX_TIMEOUT)
return -1;
}
double duration = (double)(get_time() - start);
return inches ? duration / 148.0 : duration * SOUND_SPEED/2;
}
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6.0 Mechanical Sketch
Figures 46 through 48 detail the significant system components. These preliminary
designs are the result of the performed engineering analysis on the robot subsystems. [RC, BL]
Figure 46: Detailed Mechanical Sketch (Front View)

Figure 47: Detailed Mechanical Sketch (Top View)
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Figure 48: Detailed Mechanical Sketch (Bottom View)
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8.0 Parts List
This space contains the Final Design Parts List, which includes parts list corresponding to
the schematics in the Accepted Technical design section and the Materials Budget list, with their
associated quantities, part numbers, descriptions, and other relevant information. Table 34 below
lists all the required parts for the Garden Bot system as well as budget information. [RC, BL]
Table 34: Material Budget Info
Qty.
1
5
1
3
2
1
2
4
4
4
1
1
1
1
4
3
3
3
10
3
3
1
1

Part Num.
Description
MPU9250
9-Axis Gyroscope Acceleration Magnetic Sensor
3942 Ultrasonic Sensor
161 Photo Cell (Photoresistor)
OPB732
Near Infrared (NIR) Reflective Optical Sensor
1591 DC Gearmotor, 6V
SE15K1BTYJ
DC Motor, 12V, 6700 RPM
713 TB6612FNG Dual Motor Driver
V19S05-V3Z025A02
Limit Switch (15 gf)
UL1865-26-1P
Lithium Ion Cell
313070002 Solar Cell
ESP32-DEVKITC-32UE
Microcontroller with BLE/WIFI
L7805CV
Linear Voltage Regulator 5V 1.5A
L7806CV
Linear Voltage Regulator 6V 1.5A
L78S12CV
Linear Voltage Regulator 12V 2A
1044 18650 Battery Holder (1 Cell)
CD4051BEE4
Multiplexer/Demultiplexer
8.85012E+11 SMD Capacitor 0.1 uF
8.85012E+11 SMD Capacitor 0.33 uF
RMCF1206FT10K0SMD Resistor 10k
RMCF1206FT1K00SMD Resistor 1k
RMCF1206FT100RSMD Resistor 100
YAG5090CT-ND SMD Resistor 5k
HX-4S-F30A
Li-Ion Lithium Battery BMS
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Unit
Cost
$12.99
3.95
0.95
4.36
19.95
8.92
3.42
1.54
4.99
18.83
10.00
0.67
0.66
0.93
3.11
0.66
0.10
0.22
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.50
6.59

Total
Cost
$12.99
19.75
0.95
13.08
39.90
8.92
6.84
6.16
19.96
75.32
10.00
0.67
0.66
0.93
12.44
1.98
0.31
0.65
0.36
0.11
0.11
0.50
6.59

Total

$239.18
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9.0 Project Schedules
This section contains the Midterm Design Gantt Chart, which outlines project
requirements and the dates for which the corresponding tasks should be completed. The Gantt
Chart is shown in Table 35. [RC]
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Table 35: Midterm Design Gantt Chart
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10.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
A considerable amount of research and engineering analysis has been performed to better
layout and define the goals surrounding the Garden Bot. This report has outlined the preliminary
design of the project through calculations, prototyping and testing in order to accurately model
the separate subsystems of the Garden Bot. It is expected that a finalized design will be realized
by the end of the semester, along with a structed plan for managing the remaining tasks in the
design process. Additional calculations, prototyping, simulation and circuit and code design will
be completed in anticipation of the final design and implementation. This additional analysis
will also clarify any concern or uncertainties currently surrounding the Garden Bot project. [BL]
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12.0 Appendices
This section contains supporting information for other sections of the report, including
significant diagrams and tables from referenced datasheets and code for operating complex
modules.
12.1 Hardware References
The following section contains diagrams and tables outlining the functionality of certain
hardware subsystems. Figure 49 shows the control logic for operating the motor controller
module. Possible output functionality includes running the motor clockwise, counterclockwise
and breaking. Figure 50 shows the pinout of the ESP32 microcontroller, which includes the
multiple functionalities of each GPIO, as well as outlining specific sections, including ADC1 and
input only pins. This figure is followed by Table 36, further elaborates on the functionality of
the various IO of the ESP32 microcontroller, which was included for clarity. [BL]

Figure 49: Motor Driver Control Logic
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Figure 50: ESP32-WROOM-32UE Pinout
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Table 36: List of ESP32 GPIO Types and Functions
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12.2 MPU9250 Driver Code
The following sections of code provide functionality for the MPU-9250 navigation
sensor, which includes a three-axis gyroscope, three-axis accelerometer and three-axis
magnetometer. These header files are ported from code provided by Yuta Asai, which is
available under the MIT software license. The MPU9250_register_map.h lists the available
registers that may be used in I2C calls to the module and MPU9250.h contains the main class
and supporting structures for the module. The provided library additionally contains an optional
quaternion filter, which was ported but will not be utilized. [BL]
MPU9250.h
//#pragma once
#ifndef MPU9250_H
#define MPU9250_H
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
"communication/comm_manager.h"
"MPU9250_register_map.h"
"quaternion_filter.h"

enum class ACCEL_FS_SEL {
A2G,
A4G,
A8G,
A16G
};
enum class GYRO_FS_SEL {
G250DPS,
G500DPS,
G1000DPS,
G2000DPS
};
enum class MAG_OUTPUT_BITS {
M14BITS,
M16BITS
};
enum class FIFO_SAMPLE_RATE : uint8_t {
SMPL_1000HZ,
SMPL_500HZ,
SMPL_333HZ,
SMPL_250HZ,
SMPL_200HZ,
SMPL_167HZ,
SMPL_143HZ,
SMPL_125HZ,
};
enum class GYRO_DLPF_CFG : uint8_t {
DLPF_250HZ,
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DLPF_184HZ,
DLPF_92HZ,
DLPF_41HZ,
DLPF_20HZ,
DLPF_10HZ,
DLPF_5HZ,
DLPF_3600HZ,
};
enum class ACCEL_DLPF_CFG : uint8_t {
DLPF_218HZ_0,
DLPF_218HZ_1,
DLPF_99HZ,
DLPF_45HZ,
DLPF_21HZ,
DLPF_10HZ,
DLPF_5HZ,
DLPF_420HZ,
};
static constexpr uint8_t MPU9250_WHOAMI_DEFAULT_VALUE {0x71};
static constexpr uint8_t MPU9255_WHOAMI_DEFAULT_VALUE {0x73};
static constexpr uint8_t MPU6500_WHOAMI_DEFAULT_VALUE {0x70};
struct MPU9250Setting {
ACCEL_FS_SEL accel_fs_sel {ACCEL_FS_SEL::A16G};
GYRO_FS_SEL gyro_fs_sel {GYRO_FS_SEL::G2000DPS};
MAG_OUTPUT_BITS mag_output_bits {MAG_OUTPUT_BITS::M16BITS};
FIFO_SAMPLE_RATE fifo_sample_rate {FIFO_SAMPLE_RATE::SMPL_200HZ};
uint8_t gyro_fchoice {0x03};
GYRO_DLPF_CFG gyro_dlpf_cfg {GYRO_DLPF_CFG::DLPF_41HZ};
uint8_t accel_fchoice {0x01};
ACCEL_DLPF_CFG accel_dlpf_cfg {ACCEL_DLPF_CFG::DLPF_45HZ};
};
//template <typename WireType>
class MPU9250 {
static constexpr uint8_t MPU9250_DEFAULT_ADDRESS {0x68}; // Device address when ADO = 0
static constexpr uint8_t AK8963_ADDRESS {0x0C};
// Address of magnetometer
static constexpr uint8_t AK8963_WHOAMI_DEFAULT_VALUE {0x48};
uint8_t mpu_i2c_addr {MPU9250_DEFAULT_ADDRESS};
// settings
MPU9250Setting setting;
static constexpr uint8_t MAG_MODE {0x02};
float acc_resolution {0.f};
float gyro_resolution {0.f};
float mag_resolution {0.f};

//
//
//
//
//

0x02 for 8 Hz, 0x06 for 100 Hz continuous
magnetometer data read
scale resolutions per LSB for the sensors
scale resolutions per LSB for the sensors
scale resolutions per LSB for the sensors

// Calibration Parameters
float acc_bias[3] {0., 0., 0.};
// acc calibration value in ACCEL_FS_SEL: 2g
float gyro_bias[3] {0., 0., 0.}; // gyro calibration value in GYRO_FS_SEL: 250dps
float mag_bias_factory[3] {0., 0., 0.};
float mag_bias[3] {0., 0., 0.};
// mag calibration value in MAG_OUTPUT_BITS: 16BITS
float mag_scale[3] {1., 1., 1.};
float magnetic_declination = -7.51; // Japan, 24th June
// Temperature
int16_t temperature_count {0};
float temperature {0.f};
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// holds results of gyro and accelerometer self test

// IMU Data
float a[3] {0.f, 0.f, 0.f};
float g[3] {0.f, 0.f, 0.f};
float m[3] {0.f, 0.f, 0.f};
float q[4] = {1.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f}; // vector to hold quaternion
float rpy[3] {0.f, 0.f, 0.f};
float lin_acc[3] {0.f, 0.f, 0.f}; // linear acceleration (acceleration with gravity
// component subtracted)
QuaternionFilter quat_filter;
size_t n_filter_iter {1};
// Other settings
bool has_connected {false};
bool b_ahrs {true};
bool b_verbose {false};
// I2C
I2C_Conn* wire;
//uint8_t i2c_err_;
public:
static constexpr uint16_t CALIB_GYRO_SENSITIVITY {131};
static constexpr uint16_t CALIB_ACCEL_SENSITIVITY {16384};

// LSB/degrees/sec
// LSB/g

bool setup(const uint8_t addr, I2C_Conn& w,
const MPU9250Setting& mpu_setting = MPU9250Setting()) {
// addr should be valid for MPU
if ((addr < MPU9250_DEFAULT_ADDRESS) || (addr > MPU9250_DEFAULT_ADDRESS + 7)) {
printf("I2C address 0x%x is not valid for MPU. Please check your I2C address.\n",
addr);
return false;
}
mpu_i2c_addr = addr;
setting = mpu_setting;
wire = &w;
if (isConnectedMPU9250()) {
initMPU9250();
if (isConnectedAK8963())
initAK8963();
else {
if (b_verbose)
printf("Could not connect to AK8963\n");
has_connected = false;
return false;
}
} else {
if (b_verbose)
printf("Could not connect to MPU9250\n");
has_connected = false;
return false;
}
has_connected = true;
return true;
}
void sleep(bool b) {
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uint8_t c = read_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, PWR_MGMT_1);

// read the value, change sleep bit
// to match b, write byte back to
// register

if (b) {
c = c | 0x40; // sets the sleep bit
} else {
c = c & 0xBF; // mask 1011111 keeps all the previous bits
}
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, PWR_MGMT_1, c);
}
void verbose(const bool b) {
b_verbose = b;
}
void ahrs(const bool b) {
b_ahrs = b;
}
void calibrateAccelGyro() {
calibrate_acc_gyro_impl();
}
void calibrateMag() {
calibrate_mag_impl();
}
bool isConnected() {
has_connected = isConnectedMPU9250() && isConnectedAK8963();
return has_connected;
}
bool isConnectedMPU9250() {
uint8_t c = read_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, WHO_AM_I_MPU9250);
if (b_verbose) {
printf("MPU9250 WHO AM I = 0x%x\n", c);
}
bool b = (c == MPU9250_WHOAMI_DEFAULT_VALUE);
b |= (c == MPU9255_WHOAMI_DEFAULT_VALUE);
b |= (c == MPU6500_WHOAMI_DEFAULT_VALUE);
return b;
}
bool isConnectedAK8963() {
uint8_t c = read_byte(AK8963_ADDRESS, AK8963_WHO_AM_I);
if (b_verbose) {
printf("AK8963 WHO AM I = 0x%x\n", c);
}
return (c == AK8963_WHOAMI_DEFAULT_VALUE);
}
bool isSleeping() {
uint8_t c = read_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, PWR_MGMT_1);
return (c & 0x40) == 0x40;
}
bool available() {
return has_connected && (read_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, INT_STATUS) & 0x01);
}
bool update() {
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if (!available()) return false;
update_accel_gyro();
update_mag();
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float

an
ae
ad
gn
ge
gd
mn
me
md

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

-a[0];
+a[1];
+a[2];
+g[0] * DEG_TO_RAD;
-g[1] * DEG_TO_RAD;
-g[2] * DEG_TO_RAD;
+m[1];
-m[0];
+m[2];

for (size_t i = 0; i < n_filter_iter; ++i) {
quat_filter.update(an, ae, ad, gn, ge, gd, mn, me, md, q);
}
if (!b_ahrs) {
// Read the adc values
temperature_count = read_temperature_data();
// Temperature in degrees Centigrade
temperature = ((float)temperature_count) / 333.87 + 21.0;
} else {
update_rpy(q[0], q[1], q[2], q[3]);
}
return true;
}
float getRoll() const { return rpy[0]; }
float getPitch() const { return rpy[1]; }
float getYaw() const { return rpy[2]; }
float getEulerX() const { return rpy[0]; }
float getEulerY() const { return -rpy[1]; }
float getEulerZ() const { return -rpy[2]; }
float
float
float
float

getQuaternionX()
getQuaternionY()
getQuaternionZ()
getQuaternionW()

float
float
float
float

getAcc(const uint8_t i) const { return (i < 3) ? a[i] : 0.f; }
getGyro(const uint8_t i) const { return (i < 3) ? g[i] : 0.f; }
getMag(const uint8_t i) const { return (i < 3) ? m[i] : 0.f; }
getLinearAcc(const uint8_t i) const { return (i < 3) ? lin_acc[i] : 0.f; }

float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float

getAccX() const { return a[0]; }
getAccY() const { return a[1]; }
getAccZ() const { return a[2]; }
getGyroX() const { return g[0]; }
getGyroY() const { return g[1]; }
getGyroZ() const { return g[2]; }
getMagX() const { return m[0]; }
getMagY() const { return m[1]; }
getMagZ() const { return m[2]; }
getLinearAccX() const { return lin_acc[0]; }
getLinearAccY() const { return lin_acc[1]; }
getLinearAccZ() const { return lin_acc[2]; }
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q[3];
q[0];
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float
float
float
float

getAccBias(const uint8_t i) const { return (i < 3) ? acc_bias[i] :
getGyroBias(const uint8_t i) const { return (i < 3) ? gyro_bias[i]
getMagBias(const uint8_t i) const { return (i < 3) ? mag_bias[i] :
getMagScale(const uint8_t i) const { return (i < 3) ? mag_scale[i]

float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float

getAccBiasX() const { return acc_bias[0]; }
getAccBiasY() const { return acc_bias[1]; }
getAccBiasZ() const { return acc_bias[2]; }
getGyroBiasX() const { return gyro_bias[0];
getGyroBiasY() const { return gyro_bias[1];
getGyroBiasZ() const { return gyro_bias[2];
getMagBiasX() const { return mag_bias[0]; }
getMagBiasY() const { return mag_bias[1]; }
getMagBiasZ() const { return mag_bias[2]; }
getMagScaleX() const { return mag_scale[0];
getMagScaleY() const { return mag_scale[1];
getMagScaleZ() const { return mag_scale[2];

}
}
}

}
}
}

float getTemperature() const { return temperature; }
void setAccBias(const float x, const float y, const float z) {
acc_bias[0] = x;
acc_bias[1] = y;
acc_bias[2] = z;
write_accel_offset();
}
void setGyroBias(const float x, const float y, const float z) {
gyro_bias[0] = x;
gyro_bias[1] = y;
gyro_bias[2] = z;
write_gyro_offset();
}
void setMagBias(const float x, const float y, const float z) {
mag_bias[0] = x;
mag_bias[1] = y;
mag_bias[2] = z;
}
void setMagScale(const float x, const float y, const float z) {
mag_scale[0] = x;
mag_scale[1] = y;
mag_scale[2] = z;
}
void setMagneticDeclination(const float d) { magnetic_declination = d; }
void selectFilter(QuatFilterSel sel) {
quat_filter.select_filter(sel);
}
void setFilterIterations(const size_t n) {
if (n > 0) n_filter_iter = n;
}
bool selftest() {
return self_test_impl();
}
private:
void initMPU9250() {
acc_resolution = get_acc_resolution(setting.accel_fs_sel);
gyro_resolution = get_gyro_resolution(setting.gyro_fs_sel);
mag_resolution = get_mag_resolution(setting.mag_output_bits);
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// reset device
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, PWR_MGMT_1, 0x80);

// Write a one to bit 7 reset bit;
//toggle reset device

delay_ms(100);
// wake up device
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, PWR_MGMT_1, 0x00);
delay_ms(100);
// get stable time source
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, PWR_MGMT_1, 0x01);

// Clear sleep mode bit (6),
//enable all sensors
// Wait for all registers to reset

// Auto select clock source to be PLL
//gyroscope reference if ready else

delay_ms(200);
// Configure Gyro and Thermometer
uint8_t mpu_config = (uint8_t)setting.gyro_dlpf_cfg;
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, MPU_CONFIG, mpu_config);
// Set sample rate = gyroscope output rate/(1 + SMPLRT_DIV)
uint8_t sample_rate = (uint8_t)setting.fifo_sample_rate;
// Use a 200 Hz rate; a rate consistent with the filter update rate
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, SMPLRT_DIV, sample_rate);
// Set gyroscope full scale range
uint8_t c = read_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, GYRO_CONFIG);
c = c & ~0xE0;
c = c & ~0x03;
c = c & ~0x18;
c = c | (uint8_t(setting.gyro_fs_sel) << 3);
c = c | (uint8_t(~setting.gyro_fchoice) & 0x03);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, GYRO_CONFIG, c);

//
//
//
//
//
//
//

get current GYRO_CONFIG value
Clear self-test bits [7:5]
Clear Fchoice bits [1:0]
Clear GYRO_FS_SEL bits [4:3]
Set full scale range for the gyro
Set Fchoice for the gyro
Write new GYRO_CONFIG to register

// Set accelerometer full-scale range configuration
c = read_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, ACCEL_CONFIG);
// get current ACCEL_CONFIG value
c = c & ~0xE0;
// Clear self-test bits [7:5]
c = c & ~0x18;
// Clear ACCEL_FS_SEL bits [4:3]
c = c | (uint8_t(setting.accel_fs_sel) << 3); // Set full scale range for the
//accelerometer
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, ACCEL_CONFIG, c);
// Write new ACCEL_CONFIG value
// Set accelerometer sample rate configuration
// It is possible to get a 4 kHz sample rate from the accelerometer by choosing 1 for
// accel_fchoice_b bit [3]; in this case the bandwidth is 1.13 kHz
c = read_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, ACCEL_CONFIG2); // get current ACCEL_CONFIG2 value
c = c & ~0x0F; // Clear accel_fchoice_b (bit 3) and A_DLPFG (bits [2:0])
c = c | (~(setting.accel_fchoice << 3) & 0x08);
// Set accel_fchoice_b to 1
// Set accelerometer rate to 1 kHz and bandwidth to 41 Hz
c = c | (uint8_t(setting.accel_dlpf_cfg) & 0x07);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, ACCEL_CONFIG2, c); // Write new ACCEL_CONFIG2 value
// Configure Interrupts and Bypass Enable
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, INT_PIN_CFG, 0x22);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, INT_ENABLE, 0x01); // Enable data ready (bit 0) interrupt
delay_ms(100);
}
void initAK8963() {
// First extract the factory calibration for each magnetometer axis
uint8_t raw_data[3];
// x/y/z gyro calibration data stored here
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write_byte(AK8963_ADDRESS, AK8963_CNTL, 0x00); // Power down
delay_ms(10);
write_byte(AK8963_ADDRESS, AK8963_CNTL, 0x0F); // Enter Fuse
delay_ms(10);
// Read the x-, y-, and z-axis calibration values
read_bytes(AK8963_ADDRESS, AK8963_ASAX, 3, &raw_data[0]);
// Return x-axis sensitivity adjustment values, etc.
mag_bias_factory[0] = (float)(raw_data[0] - 128) / 256. + 1.;
mag_bias_factory[1] = (float)(raw_data[1] - 128) / 256. + 1.;
mag_bias_factory[2] = (float)(raw_data[2] - 128) / 256. + 1.;
write_byte(AK8963_ADDRESS, AK8963_CNTL, 0x00); // Power down
delay_ms(10);
// Configure the magnetometer for continuous read and highest
// set Mscale bit 4 to 1 (0) to enable 16 (14) bit resolution
// Set magnetometer data resolution and sample ODR
write_byte(AK8963_ADDRESS, AK8963_CNTL,
(uint8_t)setting.mag_output_bits << 4 | MAG_MODE);
delay_ms(10);
if (b_verbose) {
printf("Mag Factory Calibration Values:
printf("X-Axis sensitivity offset value
printf("Y-Axis sensitivity offset value
printf("Z-Axis sensitivity offset value
}

magnetometer
ROM access mode

magnetometer
resolution
in CNTL register

\n");
%f\n", mag_bias_factory[0]);
%f\n", mag_bias_factory[1]);
%f\n", mag_bias_factory[2]);

}
public:
void update_rpy(float qw, float qx, float qy, float qz) {
float a12, a22, a31, a32, a33; // rotation matrix coefficients for Euler angles
// and gravity components
a12 = 2.0f * (qx * qy + qw * qz);
a22 = qw * qw + qx * qx - qy * qy - qz * qz;
a31 = 2.0f * (qw * qx + qy * qz);
a32 = 2.0f * (qx * qz - qw * qy);
a33 = qw * qw - qx * qx - qy * qy + qz * qz;
rpy[0] = atan2f(a31, a33);
rpy[1] = -asinf(a32);
rpy[2] = atan2f(a12, a22);
rpy[0] *= 180.0f / PI;
rpy[1] *= 180.0f / PI;
rpy[2] *= 180.0f / PI;
rpy[2] += magnetic_declination;
if (rpy[2] >= +180.f)
rpy[2] -= 360.f;
else if (rpy[2] < -180.f)
rpy[2] += 360.f;
lin_acc[0] = a[0] + a31;
lin_acc[1] = a[1] + a32;
lin_acc[2] = a[2] - a33;
}
void update_accel_gyro() {
int16_t raw_acc_gyro_data[7]; // used to read all 14 bytes at once from the accel/gyro
read_accel_gyro(raw_acc_gyro_data); // INT cleared on any read
// Now
a[0] =
a[1] =
a[2] =
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temperature_count = raw_acc_gyro_data[3];
// Temperature in degrees Centigrade
temperature = ((float)temperature_count) / 333.87 + 21.0;

// Read the adc values

// Calculate the gyro value into actual degrees per second
g[0] = (float)raw_acc_gyro_data[4] * gyro_resolution;
g[1] = (float)raw_acc_gyro_data[5] * gyro_resolution;
g[2] = (float)raw_acc_gyro_data[6] * gyro_resolution;
}
private:
void read_accel_gyro(int16_t* destination) {
uint8_t raw_data[14]; // x/y/z accel register data stored here
read_bytes(mpu_i2c_addr, ACCEL_XOUT_H, 14, &raw_data[0]);
destination[0] = ((int16_t)raw_data[0] << 8) | (int16_t)raw_data[1];
destination[1] = ((int16_t)raw_data[2] << 8) | (int16_t)raw_data[3];
destination[2] = ((int16_t)raw_data[4] << 8) | (int16_t)raw_data[5];
destination[3] = ((int16_t)raw_data[6] << 8) | (int16_t)raw_data[7];
destination[4] = ((int16_t)raw_data[8] << 8) | (int16_t)raw_data[9];
destination[5] = ((int16_t)raw_data[10] << 8) | (int16_t)raw_data[11];
destination[6] = ((int16_t)raw_data[12] << 8) | (int16_t)raw_data[13];
}
public:
void update_mag() {
// Stores the 16-bit signed magnetometer sensor output
int16_t mag_count[3] = {0, 0, 0};
// Read the x/y/z adc values
if (read_mag(mag_count)) {
// Calculate the magnetometer values in milliGauss
// Include factory calibration per data sheet and user environmental corrections
// mag_bias is calcurated in 16BITS
float bias_to_current_bits = mag_resolution /
get_mag_resolution(MAG_OUTPUT_BITS::M16BITS);
// get actual magnetometer value, this depends on scale being set
m[0] = (float)(mag_count[0] * mag_resolution * mag_bias_factory[0] - mag_bias[0] *
bias_to_current_bits) * mag_scale[0];
m[1] = (float)(mag_count[1] * mag_resolution * mag_bias_factory[1] - mag_bias[1] *
bias_to_current_bits) * mag_scale[1];
m[2] = (float)(mag_count[2] * mag_resolution * mag_bias_factory[2] - mag_bias[2] *
bias_to_current_bits) * mag_scale[2];
}
}
private:
bool read_mag(int16_t* destination) {
const uint8_t st1 = read_byte(AK8963_ADDRESS, AK8963_ST1);
if (st1 & 0x01) {
// wait for magnetometer data ready bit to be set
uint8_t raw_data[7];
// x/y/z gyro register data, ST2 register stored here,
// must read ST2 at end of data acquisition
read_bytes(AK8963_ADDRESS, AK8963_XOUT_L, 7, &raw_data[0]);
if (MAG_MODE == 0x02 || MAG_MODE == 0x04 || MAG_MODE == 0x06) {
if ((st1 & 0x02) != 0) // check if data is not skipped
return false; // this should be after data reading to clear DRDY register
}
uint8_t c = raw_data[6];
// End data read by reading ST2 register
if (!(c & 0x08)) {
destination[0] = ((int16_t)raw_data[1] << 8) | raw_data[0];
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destination[1] = ((int16_t)raw_data[3] << 8) | raw_data[2];
destination[2] = ((int16_t)raw_data[5] << 8) | raw_data[4];
return true;
}
}
return false;
}
int16_t read_temperature_data() {
uint8_t raw_data[2]; // x/y/z gyro register data stored here
read_bytes(mpu_i2c_addr, TEMP_OUT_H, 2, &raw_data[0]);
return ((int16_t)raw_data[0] << 8) | raw_data[1];
}
// Function which accumulates gyro and accelerometer data after device initialization. It
// calculates the average of the at-rest readings and then loads the resulting offsets
// into accelerometer and gyro bias registers.
// ACCEL_FS_SEL: 2g (maximum sensitivity)
// GYRO_FS_SEL: 250dps (maximum sensitivity)
void calibrate_acc_gyro_impl() {
set_acc_gyro_to_calibration();
collect_acc_gyro_data_to(acc_bias, gyro_bias);
write_accel_offset();
write_gyro_offset();
delay_ms(100);
initMPU9250();
delay_ms(1000);
}
void set_acc_gyro_to_calibration() {
// reset device
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, PWR_MGMT_1, 0x80);
delay_ms(100);

// Write a one to bit 7 reset bit

// get stable time source; Auto select clock source to be PLL gyroscope reference
// else use the internal oscillator, bits 2:0 = 001
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, PWR_MGMT_1, 0x01);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, PWR_MGMT_2, 0x00);
delay_ms(200);
// Configure device for bias calculation
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, INT_ENABLE, 0x00);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, FIFO_EN, 0x00);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, PWR_MGMT_1, 0x00);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, I2C_MST_CTRL, 0x00);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, USER_CTRL, 0x00);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, USER_CTRL, 0x0C);
delay_ms(15);

//
//
//
//
//
//

Disable all interrupts
Disable FIFO
Turn on internal clock source
Disable I2C master
Disable FIFO and I2C master modes
Reset FIFO and DMP

// Configure MPU6050 gyro and accelerometer for bias calculation
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, MPU_CONFIG, 0x01);
// Set low-pass filter to 188 Hz
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, SMPLRT_DIV, 0x00);
// Set sample rate to 1 kHz
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, GYRO_CONFIG, 0x00);
// Set gyro full-scale to 250 degrees
// per second, maximum sensitivity
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, ACCEL_CONFIG, 0x00); // Set accelerometer full-scale to 2 g,
// maximum sensitivity
// Configure FIFO to capture accelerometer and gyro data for bias calculation
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, USER_CTRL, 0x40); // Enable FIFO
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, FIFO_EN, 0x78);
// Enable gyro and accelerometer sensors
// for FIFO (max size 512 bytes)
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// accumulate 40 samples in 40 milliseconds = 480 bytes

}
void collect_acc_gyro_data_to(float* a_bias, float* g_bias) {
// At end of sample accumulation, turn off FIFO sensor read
uint8_t data[12];
// data array to hold accelerometer and gyro x, y, z, data
// Disable gyro and accelerometer sensors for FIFO
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, FIFO_EN, 0x00);
read_bytes(mpu_i2c_addr, FIFO_COUNTH, 2, &data[0]); // read FIFO sample count
uint16_t fifo_count = ((uint16_t)data[0] << 8) | data[1];
uint16_t packet_count = fifo_count / 12;
for (uint16_t ii = 0; ii < packet_count; ii++) {
int16_t accel_temp[3] = {0, 0, 0}, gyro_temp[3] = {0, 0, 0};
read_bytes(mpu_i2c_addr, FIFO_R_W, 12, &data[0]);
// read data for averaging
accel_temp[0] = (int16_t)(((int16_t)data[0] << 8) | data[1]);
accel_temp[1] = (int16_t)(((int16_t)data[2] << 8) | data[3]);
accel_temp[2] = (int16_t)(((int16_t)data[4] << 8) | data[5]);
gyro_temp[0] = (int16_t)(((int16_t)data[6] << 8) | data[7]);
gyro_temp[1] = (int16_t)(((int16_t)data[8] << 8) | data[9]);
gyro_temp[2] = (int16_t)(((int16_t)data[10] << 8) | data[11]);
a_bias[0]
a_bias[1]
a_bias[2]
g_bias[0]
g_bias[1]
g_bias[2]
}
a_bias[0]
a_bias[1]
a_bias[2]
g_bias[0]
g_bias[1]
g_bias[2]

/=
/=
/=
/=
/=
/=

+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=

(float)accel_temp[0];
(float)accel_temp[1];
(float)accel_temp[2];
(float)gyro_temp[0];
(float)gyro_temp[1];
(float)gyro_temp[2];

(float)packet_count;
(float)packet_count;
(float)packet_count;
(float)packet_count;
(float)packet_count;
(float)packet_count;

// Normalize sums to get average count biases

if (a_bias[2] > 0L) {
a_bias[2] -= (float)CALIB_ACCEL_SENSITIVITY;
} // Remove gravity from the z-axis accelerometer bias calculation
else {
a_bias[2] += (float)CALIB_ACCEL_SENSITIVITY;
}
}
void write_accel_offset() {
// Construct the accelerometer biases for push to the hardware accelerometer bias
// registers. These registers contain factory trim values which must be added
// to the calculated accelerometer biases; on boot up these registers will hold
// non-zero values. In addition, bit 0 of the lower byte must be preserved since it is
// used for temperature compensation calculations. Accelerometer bias registers
// expect bias input as 2048 LSB per g, so that the accelerometer biases calculated
// above must be divided by 8.
uint8_t read_data[2] = {0};
int16_t acc_bias_reg[3] = {0, 0, 0};
read_bytes(mpu_i2c_addr, XA_OFFSET_H, 2,
acc_bias_reg[0] = ((int16_t)read_data[0]
read_bytes(mpu_i2c_addr, YA_OFFSET_H, 2,
acc_bias_reg[1] = ((int16_t)read_data[0]
read_bytes(mpu_i2c_addr, ZA_OFFSET_H, 2,
acc_bias_reg[2] = ((int16_t)read_data[0]
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int16_t mask_bit[3] = {1, 1, 1};
for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++) {
if (acc_bias_reg[i] % 2) {
mask_bit[i] = 0;
}
acc_bias_reg[i] -= (int16_t)acc_bias[i] >> 3;
if (mask_bit[i]) {
acc_bias_reg[i] = acc_bias_reg[i] & ~mask_bit[i];
} else {
acc_bias_reg[i] = acc_bias_reg[i] | 0x0001;
}
}
uint8_t write_data[6] = {0};
write_data[0] = (acc_bias_reg[0] >>
write_data[1] = (acc_bias_reg[0]) &
write_data[2] = (acc_bias_reg[1] >>
write_data[3] = (acc_bias_reg[1]) &
write_data[4] = (acc_bias_reg[2] >>
write_data[5] = (acc_bias_reg[2]) &

8) & 0xFF;
0xFF;
8) & 0xFF;
0xFF;
8) & 0xFF;
0xFF;

// Push accelerometer biases to hardware registers
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, XA_OFFSET_H, write_data[0]);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, XA_OFFSET_L, write_data[1]);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, YA_OFFSET_H, write_data[2]);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, YA_OFFSET_L, write_data[3]);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, ZA_OFFSET_H, write_data[4]);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, ZA_OFFSET_L, write_data[5]);
}
void write_gyro_offset() {
// Construct the gyro biases for push to the hardware gyro bias registers, which are
// reset to zero upon device startup
uint8_t gyro_offset_data[6] {0};
// Divide by 4 to get 32.9 LSB per deg/s to conform to expected bias input format
gyro_offset_data[0] = (-(int16_t)gyro_bias[0] / 4 >> 8) & 0xFF;
// Biases are additive, so change sign on calculated average gyro biases
gyro_offset_data[1] = (-(int16_t)gyro_bias[0] / 4) & 0xFF;
gyro_offset_data[2] = (-(int16_t)gyro_bias[1] / 4 >> 8) & 0xFF;
gyro_offset_data[3] = (-(int16_t)gyro_bias[1] / 4) & 0xFF;
gyro_offset_data[4] = (-(int16_t)gyro_bias[2] / 4 >> 8) & 0xFF;
gyro_offset_data[5] = (-(int16_t)gyro_bias[2] / 4) & 0xFF;
// Push gyro biases to hardware registers
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, XG_OFFSET_H, gyro_offset_data[0]);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, XG_OFFSET_L, gyro_offset_data[1]);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, YG_OFFSET_H, gyro_offset_data[2]);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, YG_OFFSET_L, gyro_offset_data[3]);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, ZG_OFFSET_H, gyro_offset_data[4]);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, ZG_OFFSET_L, gyro_offset_data[5]);
}
// mag calibration is executed in MAG_OUTPUT_BITS: 16BITS
void calibrate_mag_impl() {
// set MAG_OUTPUT_BITS to maximum to calibrate
MAG_OUTPUT_BITS mag_output_bits_cache = setting.mag_output_bits;
setting.mag_output_bits = MAG_OUTPUT_BITS::M16BITS;
initAK8963();
collect_mag_data_to(mag_bias, mag_scale);
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if (b_verbose) {
printf("Mag Calibration done!\n");
printf("AK8963 mag biases (mG)\n");
printf("%f, %f, %f\n", mag_bias[0], mag_bias[1], mag_bias[2]);
printf("AK8963 mag scale (mG)\n");
printf("%f, %f, %f\n", mag_scale[0], mag_scale[1], mag_scale[2]);
}
// restore MAG_OUTPUT_BITS
setting.mag_output_bits = mag_output_bits_cache;
initAK8963();
}
void collect_mag_data_to(float* m_bias, float* m_scale) {
if (b_verbose)
printf("Mag Calibration: Wave device in a figure eight until done!\n");
delay_ms(4000);
// shoot for ~fifteen seconds of mag data
uint16_t sample_count = 0;
if (MAG_MODE == 0x02)
sample_count = 128;
// at 8 Hz ODR, new mag data is available every 125 ms
else if (MAG_MODE == 0x06) // in this library, fixed to 100Hz
sample_count = 1500;
// at 100 Hz ODR, new mag data is available every 10 ms
int32_t bias[3] = {0, 0, 0}, scale[3] = {0, 0, 0};
int16_t mag_max[3] = {-32767, -32767, -32767};
int16_t mag_min[3] = {32767, 32767, 32767};
int16_t mag_temp[3] = {0, 0, 0};
for (uint16_t ii = 0; ii < sample_count; ii++) {
read_mag(mag_temp); // Read the mag data
for (int jj = 0; jj < 3; jj++) {
if (mag_temp[jj] > mag_max[jj]) mag_max[jj] = mag_temp[jj];
if (mag_temp[jj] < mag_min[jj]) mag_min[jj] = mag_temp[jj];
}
if (MAG_MODE == 0x02) delay_ms(135); // at 8 Hz ODR, new mag data is available
// every 125 ms
if (MAG_MODE == 0x06) delay_ms(12);
// at 100 Hz ODR, new mag data is available
// every 10 ms
}
if (b_verbose) {
printf("mag x min/max:\n");
printf("%u\n", mag_min[0]);
printf("%u\n", mag_max[0]);
printf("mag y min/max:\n");
printf("%u\n", mag_min[1]);
printf("%u\n", mag_max[1]);
printf("mag z min/max:\n");
printf("%u\n", mag_min[2]);
printf("%u\n", mag_max[2]);
}
// Get hard iron correction
bias[0] = (mag_max[0] + mag_min[0]) / 2;
bias[1] = (mag_max[1] + mag_min[1]) / 2;
bias[2] = (mag_max[2] + mag_min[2]) / 2;

// get average x mag bias in counts
// get average y mag bias in counts
// get average z mag bias in counts

float bias_resolution = get_mag_resolution(MAG_OUTPUT_BITS::M16BITS);
m_bias[0] = (float)bias[0] * bias_resolution * mag_bias_factory[0];
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m_bias[1] = (float)bias[1] * bias_resolution * mag_bias_factory[1];
m_bias[2] = (float)bias[2] * bias_resolution * mag_bias_factory[2];
// Get soft iron correction estimate
scale[0] = (float)(mag_max[0] - mag_min[0]) * mag_bias_factory[0] / 2;
scale[1] = (float)(mag_max[1] - mag_min[1]) * mag_bias_factory[1] / 2;
scale[2] = (float)(mag_max[2] - mag_min[2]) * mag_bias_factory[2] / 2;
float avg_rad = scale[0] + scale[1] + scale[2];
avg_rad /= 3.0;
m_scale[0] = avg_rad / ((float)scale[0]);
m_scale[1] = avg_rad / ((float)scale[1]);
m_scale[2] = avg_rad / ((float)scale[2]);
}
// Accelerometer and gyroscope self test; check calibration wrt factory settings
bool self_test_impl() // Should return percent deviation from factory trim values
{
uint8_t raw_data[6] = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0};
int32_t gAvg[3] = {0}, aAvg[3] = {0}, aSTAvg[3] = {0}, gSTAvg[3] = {0};
float factoryTrim[6];
uint8_t FS = 0;
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, SMPLRT_DIV, 0x00);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, MPU_CONFIG, 0x02);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, GYRO_CONFIG, FS << 3);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, ACCEL_CONFIG2, 0x02);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, ACCEL_CONFIG, FS << 3);

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Set gyro sample rate to 1 kHz
Set gyro sample rate to 1 kHz and
DLPF to 92 Hz
Set full scale range for the gyro
to 250 dps
Set accelerometer rate to 1 kHz
and bandwidth to 92 Hz
Set full scale range for the
accelerometer to 2 g

for (int ii = 0; ii < 200; ii++) {
read_bytes(mpu_i2c_addr, ACCEL_XOUT_H, 6, &raw_data[0]);
aAvg[0] += (int16_t)(((int16_t)raw_data[0] << 8) | raw_data[1]);
aAvg[1] += (int16_t)(((int16_t)raw_data[2] << 8) | raw_data[3]);
aAvg[2] += (int16_t)(((int16_t)raw_data[4] << 8) | raw_data[5]);
read_bytes(mpu_i2c_addr, GYRO_XOUT_H, 6, &raw_data[0]);
gAvg[0] += (int16_t)(((int16_t)raw_data[0] << 8) | raw_data[1]);
gAvg[1] += (int16_t)(((int16_t)raw_data[2] << 8) | raw_data[3]);
gAvg[2] += (int16_t)(((int16_t)raw_data[4] << 8) | raw_data[5]);
}
for (int ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++) {
aAvg[ii] /= 200;
gAvg[ii] /= 200;
}
// Configure the accelerometer for self-test
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, ACCEL_CONFIG, 0xE0);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, GYRO_CONFIG, 0xE0);
delay_ms(25); // Delay a while to let the device stabilize
for (int ii = 0; ii < 200; ii++) {
read_bytes(mpu_i2c_addr, ACCEL_XOUT_H, 6, &raw_data[0]);
aSTAvg[0] += (int16_t)(((int16_t)raw_data[0] << 8) | raw_data[1]);
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aSTAvg[1] += (int16_t)(((int16_t)raw_data[2] << 8) | raw_data[3]);
aSTAvg[2] += (int16_t)(((int16_t)raw_data[4] << 8) | raw_data[5]);
read_bytes(mpu_i2c_addr, GYRO_XOUT_H, 6, &raw_data[0]);
gSTAvg[0] += (int16_t)(((int16_t)raw_data[0] << 8) | raw_data[1]);
gSTAvg[1] += (int16_t)(((int16_t)raw_data[2] << 8) | raw_data[3]);
gSTAvg[2] += (int16_t)(((int16_t)raw_data[4] << 8) | raw_data[5]);
}
for (int ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++) {
aSTAvg[ii] /= 200;
gSTAvg[ii] /= 200;
}
// Configure the gyro and accelerometer for normal operation
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, ACCEL_CONFIG, 0x00);
write_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, GYRO_CONFIG, 0x00);
delay_ms(25); // Delay a while to let the device stabilize
// Retrieve accelerometer and gyro factory Self-Test Code from USR_Reg
uint8_t self_test_data[6];
self_test_data[0] = read_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, SELF_TEST_X_ACCEL); // X-axis
self_test_data[1] = read_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, SELF_TEST_Y_ACCEL); // Y-axis
self_test_data[2] = read_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, SELF_TEST_Z_ACCEL); // Z-axis
self_test_data[3] = read_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, SELF_TEST_X_GYRO);
// X-axis
self_test_data[4] = read_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, SELF_TEST_Y_GYRO);
// Y-axis
self_test_data[5] = read_byte(mpu_i2c_addr, SELF_TEST_Z_GYRO);
// Z-axis
// Retrieve factory self-test
factoryTrim[0] = (float)(2620
1.0))); //
factoryTrim[1] = (float)(2620
1.0))); //
factoryTrim[2] = (float)(2620
1.0))); //
factoryTrim[3] = (float)(2620
1.0))); //
factoryTrim[4] = (float)(2620
1.0))); //
factoryTrim[5] = (float)(2620
1.0))); //

accel
accel
accel
gyro
gyro
gyro

value from self-test code reads
/ 1 << FS) * (pow(1.01, ((float)self_test_data[0]
FT[Xa] factory trim calculation
/ 1 << FS) * (pow(1.01, ((float)self_test_data[1]
FT[Ya] factory trim calculation
/ 1 << FS) * (pow(1.01, ((float)self_test_data[2]
FT[Za] factory trim calculation
/ 1 << FS) * (pow(1.01, ((float)self_test_data[3]
FT[Xg] factory trim calculation
/ 1 << FS) * (pow(1.01, ((float)self_test_data[4]
FT[Yg] factory trim calculation
/ 1 << FS) * (pow(1.01, ((float)self_test_data[5]
FT[Zg] factory trim calculation

–
–
–
–
–
–

// Report results as a ratio of (STR - FT)/FT;
// the change from Factory Trim of the Self-Test Response
// To get percent, must multiply by 100
for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++) {
self_test_result[i] = 100.0 * ((float)(aSTAvg[i] - aAvg[i])) /
factoryTrim[i] - 100.; // Report percent differences
self_test_result[i + 3] = 100.0 * ((float)(gSTAvg[i] - gAvg[i])) /
factoryTrim[i + 3] - 100.; // Report percent differences
}
if (b_verbose) {
printf("x-axis self test: acceleration trim within : %f%% of factory value\n",
self_test_result[0]);
printf("y-axis self test: acceleration trim within : %f%% of factory value\n",
self_test_result[1]);
printf("z-axis self test: acceleration trim within : %f%% of factory value\n",
self_test_result[2]);
printf("x-axis self test: gyration trim within : %f%% of factory value\n",
self_test_result[3]);
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printf("y-axis self test: gyration trim within : %f%% of factory value\n",
self_test_result[4]);
printf("z-axis self test: gyration trim within : %f%% of factory value\n",
self_test_result[5]);
}
bool b = true;
for (uint8_t i = 0; i < 6; ++i) {
b &= fabs(self_test_result[i]) <= 14.f;
}
return b;
}
float get_acc_resolution(const ACCEL_FS_SEL accel_af_sel) const {
switch (accel_af_sel) {
// Possible accelerometer scales (and their register bit settings) are:
// 2 Gs (00), 4 Gs (01), 8 Gs (10), and 16 Gs (11).
case ACCEL_FS_SEL::A2G:
return 2.0 / 32768.0;
case ACCEL_FS_SEL::A4G:
return 4.0 / 32768.0;
case ACCEL_FS_SEL::A8G:
return 8.0 / 32768.0;
case ACCEL_FS_SEL::A16G:
return 16.0 / 32768.0;
default:
return 0.;
}
}
float get_gyro_resolution(const GYRO_FS_SEL gyro_fs_sel) const {
switch (gyro_fs_sel) {
// Possible gyro scales (and their register bit settings) are:
// 250 DPS (00), 500 DPS (01), 1000 DPS (10), and 2000 DPS (11).
case GYRO_FS_SEL::G250DPS:
return 250.0 / 32768.0;
case GYRO_FS_SEL::G500DPS:
return 500.0 / 32768.0;
case GYRO_FS_SEL::G1000DPS:
return 1000.0 / 32768.0;
case GYRO_FS_SEL::G2000DPS:
return 2000.0 / 32768.0;
default:
return 0.;
}
}
float get_mag_resolution(const MAG_OUTPUT_BITS mag_output_bits) const {
switch (mag_output_bits) {
// Possible magnetometer scales (and their register bit settings) are:
// 14 bit resolution (0) and 16 bit resolution (1)
// Proper scale to return milliGauss
case MAG_OUTPUT_BITS::M14BITS:
return 10. * 4912. / 8190.0;
case MAG_OUTPUT_BITS::M16BITS:
return 10. * 4912. / 32760.0;
default:
return 0.;
}
}
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void write_byte(uint8_t address, uint8_t subAddress, uint8_t data) {
esp_err_t i2c_error = wire->write(address, subAddress, data);
if (i2c_error) printf("I2C write_byte error code: %s\n", esp_err_to_name(i2c_error));
}
uint8_t read_byte(uint8_t address, uint8_t subAddress) {
uint8_t data = 0;
// `data` will store the register data
uint8_t count = 1;
esp_err_t i2c_error = wire->read(address, subAddress, count, &data);
if (i2c_error) printf("I2C read_byte error code: %s\n", esp_err_to_name(i2c_error));
return data;
// Return data read from slave register
}
void read_bytes(uint8_t address, uint8_t subAddress, uint8_t count, uint8_t* dest) {
esp_err_t i2c_error = wire->read(address, subAddress, count, dest);
if (i2c_error) printf("I2C read_bytes error code: %s\n", esp_err_to_name(i2c_error));
}
};
#endif

// MPU9250_H
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MPU9250_register_map.h
#ifndef MPU9250_REGISTER_MAP_H
#define MPU9250_REGISTER_MAP_H
//Magnetometer Registers
#define AK8963_WHO_AM_I
#define AK8963_INFO
#define AK8963_ST1
#define AK8963_XOUT_L
#define AK8963_XOUT_H
#define AK8963_YOUT_L
#define AK8963_YOUT_H
#define AK8963_ZOUT_L
#define AK8963_ZOUT_H
#define AK8963_ST2
#define AK8963_CNTL
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

AK8963_ASTC
AK8963_I2CDIS
AK8963_ASAX
AK8963_ASAY
AK8963_ASAZ

0x00 // should return 0x48
0x01
0x02 // data ready status bit 0
0x03 // data
0x04
0x05
0x06
0x07
0x08
0x09 // Data overflow bit 3 and data read error status bit 2
0x0A // Power down (0000), single-measurement (0001), self-test
// (1000) and Fuse ROM (1111) modes on bits 3:0
0x0C // Self test control
0x0F // I2C disable
0x10 // Fuse ROM x-axis sensitivity adjustment value
0x11 // Fuse ROM y-axis sensitivity adjustment value
0x12 // Fuse ROM z-axis sensitivity adjustment value

#define SELF_TEST_X_GYRO 0x00
#define SELF_TEST_Y_GYRO 0x01
#define SELF_TEST_Z_GYRO 0x02
#define SELF_TEST_X_ACCEL 0x0D
#define SELF_TEST_Y_ACCEL 0x0E
#define SELF_TEST_Z_ACCEL 0x0F
#define SELF_TEST_A

0x10

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

0x13 // User-defined trim values for gyroscope
0x14
0x15
0x16
0x17
0x18
0x19
0x1A
0x1B
0x1C
0x1D
0x1E
0x1F

XG_OFFSET_H
XG_OFFSET_L
YG_OFFSET_H
YG_OFFSET_L
ZG_OFFSET_H
ZG_OFFSET_L
SMPLRT_DIV
MPU_CONFIG
GYRO_CONFIG
ACCEL_CONFIG
ACCEL_CONFIG2
LP_ACCEL_ODR
WOM_THR

#define MOT_DUR

0x20

#define ZMOT_THR
#define ZRMOT_DUR

0x21
0x22

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

0x23
0x24
0x25
0x26
0x27
0x28
0x29
0x2A

FIFO_EN
I2C_MST_CTRL
I2C_SLV0_ADDR
I2C_SLV0_REG
I2C_SLV0_CTRL
I2C_SLV1_ADDR
I2C_SLV1_REG
I2C_SLV1_CTRL
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
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I2C_SLV2_ADDR
0x2B
I2C_SLV2_REG
0x2C
I2C_SLV2_CTRL
0x2D
I2C_SLV3_ADDR
0x2E
I2C_SLV3_REG
0x2F
I2C_SLV3_CTRL
0x30
I2C_SLV4_ADDR
0x31
I2C_SLV4_REG
0x32
I2C_SLV4_DO
0x33
I2C_SLV4_CTRL
0x34
I2C_SLV4_DI
0x35
I2C_MST_STATUS
0x36
INT_PIN_CFG
0x37
INT_ENABLE
0x38
DMP_INT_STATUS
0x39 // Check DMP interrupt
INT_STATUS
0x3A
ACCEL_XOUT_H
0x3B
ACCEL_XOUT_L
0x3C
ACCEL_YOUT_H
0x3D
ACCEL_YOUT_L
0x3E
ACCEL_ZOUT_H
0x3F
ACCEL_ZOUT_L
0x40
TEMP_OUT_H
0x41
TEMP_OUT_L
0x42
GYRO_XOUT_H
0x43
GYRO_XOUT_L
0x44
GYRO_YOUT_H
0x45
GYRO_YOUT_L
0x46
GYRO_ZOUT_H
0x47
GYRO_ZOUT_L
0x48
EXT_SENS_DATA_00 0x49
EXT_SENS_DATA_01 0x4A
EXT_SENS_DATA_02 0x4B
EXT_SENS_DATA_03 0x4C
EXT_SENS_DATA_04 0x4D
EXT_SENS_DATA_05 0x4E
EXT_SENS_DATA_06 0x4F
EXT_SENS_DATA_07 0x50
EXT_SENS_DATA_08 0x51
EXT_SENS_DATA_09 0x52
EXT_SENS_DATA_10 0x53
EXT_SENS_DATA_11 0x54
EXT_SENS_DATA_12 0x55
EXT_SENS_DATA_13 0x56
EXT_SENS_DATA_14 0x57
EXT_SENS_DATA_15 0x58
EXT_SENS_DATA_16 0x59
EXT_SENS_DATA_17 0x5A
EXT_SENS_DATA_18 0x5B
EXT_SENS_DATA_19 0x5C
EXT_SENS_DATA_20 0x5D
EXT_SENS_DATA_21 0x5E
EXT_SENS_DATA_22 0x5F
EXT_SENS_DATA_23 0x60
MOT_DETECT_STATUS 0x61
I2C_SLV0_DO
0x63
I2C_SLV1_DO
0x64
I2C_SLV2_DO
0x65
I2C_SLV3_DO
0x66
I2C_MST_DELAY_CTRL 0x67
SIGNAL_PATH_RESET 0x68
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

MOT_DETECT_CTRL
USER_CTRL
PWR_MGMT_1
PWR_MGMT_2
DMP_BANK
DMP_RW_PNT

0x69
0x6A
0x6B
0x6C
0x6D
0x6E

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

DMP_REG
DMP_REG_1
DMP_REG_2
FIFO_COUNTH
FIFO_COUNTL
FIFO_R_W
WHO_AM_I_MPU9250
XA_OFFSET_H
XA_OFFSET_L
YA_OFFSET_H
YA_OFFSET_L
ZA_OFFSET_H
ZA_OFFSET_L

0x6F
0x70
0x71
0x72
0x73
0x74
0x75
0x77
0x78
0x7A
0x7B
0x7D
0x7E

[RC, BL, IL, SV]

// Bit 7 enable DMP, bit 3 reset DMP
// Device defaults to the SLEEP mode
//
//
//
//

Activates a specific bank in the DMP
Set read/write pointer to a specific start address in
specified DMP bank
Register in DMP from which to read or to which to write

// Should return 0x71

#endif // MPU9250_REGISTER_MAP_H
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